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Abstract
In the forthcoming broadband wireless communications, channel equalisation and 
estimation solutions are required to be robust against frequency selective fading 
channels and have a low signal processing complexity. This thesis investigates 
iterative frequency-domain channel equalisation and estimation for single-carrier 
(SC) multi-input multi-output (MIMO) wireless communication systems, aiming 
to outperform iterative time-domain channel equalisation and estimation with a 
low complexity. The thesis contains three main contributions described as follows.
First, a low complexity Turbo space-frequency equalisation (TSFE) struc­
ture is proposed, which combines the advantages of MIMO frequency-domain 
equalisation (FDE) and iterative (Turbo) equalisation, and is effective to com­
bat frequency-selective fading channels. As a result, a new concise block-wise 
FDE structure is proposed. TSFE introduces a tremendous complexity reduc­
tion over the symbol-wise TSFE structure as well as the previously proposed 
Turbo time-domain equalisation (TTDE) and Turbo FDE (TFDE) structures. 
With a moderate code rate and the increase of the number of iterations, TSFE 
significantly outperforms its Turbo orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 
(TOFDM) counterpart, at a comparable complexity. The complexity of the pro­
posed TSFE increases linearly with the number of subcarriers and the number 
of samples per symbol period, which is much lower than the complexities of the
previously proposed Turbo frequency-domain equalisation structures.
Second, adaptive iterative frequency-domain channel estimation is proposed 
to address unknown time-varying fading channels, which is categorised into hard- 
input iterative channel estimation and soft-input iterative (Turbo) channel es­
timation. The proposed iterative channel estimation is based on a variety of 
criteria. Under each criterion, unstructured channel estimation (UCE) and struc­
tured channel estimation (SCE) are investigated. Hard-input iterative channel 
estimation is first investigated. In particular, least mean squares (LMS) SCE 
tracks the channel variations effectively with a reasonably low complexity as well 
as the highest convergence speed among all the hard-input channel estimation 
methods. To combat the sensitivity to error propagation, soft-input iterative 
(Turbo) channel estimation is proposed. The simplified Turbo recursive least 
squares (RLS) SCE provides nearly the same performance as Turbo RLS (TRLS) 
SCE, with a tremendous complexity reduction. Turbo normalised RLS (NRLS) 
SCE outperforms Turbo Kalman SCE in terms of the steady-state mean squared 
error (MSE), with a wide range of signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) and root mean 
squared (RMS) delay spreads, and a medium to high Doppler spread. An inten­
sive performance analysis of Turbo Kalman channel estimation and Turbo NRLS 
channel estimation is provided.
Third, adaptive Turbo multiuser detection and co-channel interference (CCI) 
suppression are applied to the uplink MIMO single-carrier frequency division 
multiple access (SC-FDMA) system. The proposed Turbo SC-FDMA system 
significantly outperforms its Turbo orthogonal frequency division multiple access 
(OFDMA) counterpart. In the presence of unknown CCI, the simplified TRLS- 
SCE along with low-pass CCI suppression (LPCCIS) provides a performance very 
close to the case with perfect channel state information (CSI), and outperforms
the existing temporal CCI suppression (TCCIS) scheme.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Over the past decades, wireless communications have continuously strived forward 
to tackle challenges, (e.g., higher throughput on non-free frequency bandwidth, 
lower power consumption at mobile terminals and more seamless fusion of in­
frastructures). Recently, one of the most exciting breakthroughs has come from 
the multi-input multi-output (MIMO) technology [1, 2, 3], which has opened the 
new possibility of improving capacity and reliability with no need of increasing 
bandwidth and transmit power.
The next generation wireless communication systems will face highly disper­
sive channels relative to the increased symbol rate. It has triggered the use of 
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [4] and frequency-domain 
equalisation (FDE) [5], both of which are capable of combating frequency selec­
tive fading channels and are consistent with low-complexity hardware solutions. 
The trend that OFDM and FDE will respectively take the roles of the downlink 
and uplink in the next generation wireless communications has emerged more
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and more evidently due to their higher throughput and lower complexities than 
the conventional time-domain equalisation (TDE). Although OFDM is regarded 
as the maturer technique, FDE is less sensitive to carrier synchronisation with a 
lower peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) [6].
Turbo equalisation is another state-of-the-art technology, which may reshape 
the future of signal processing at the physical layer. It can be extended as a low 
complexity iterative FDE solution, which makes FDE even more attractive. Al­
though showing up after its ancestor, tremendous Turbo codes [7], Turbo equali­
sation has demonstrated its potential by providing a flexibility of tradeoff between 
performance and complexity.
To track unknown fading channels, channel estimation is traditionally in­
corporated with TDE, which operates symbol by symbol and is a complexity­
demanding task, especially in highly dispersive channels. To reduce the com­
plexity, frequency-domain channel estimation incorporated with FDE estimates 
channel state information (CSI) block by block. The other benefit of frequency- 
domain channel estimation is its fast convergence speed. Turbo channel esti­
mation, also known as soft-input iterative channel estimation, exploits the soft 
estimates of signals from the decoder for channel estimation and has been shown 
to be more robust against channel variations than the hard estimation based 
iterative channel estimation [8].
This thesis presents iterative frequency-domain channel equalisation and es­
timation, which both operate at the receiver side and are incorporated with each 
other to combat frequency-selective fading channels in single-carrier (SC) MIMO 
systems. A low complexity Turbo space-frequency equalisation (TSFE) structure 
is proposed, which combines the advantages of MIMO frequency-domain equalisa­
tion (FDE) and iterative (Turbo) equalisation. Turbo frequency-domain channel
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estimation is investigated, especially from a perspective of the complexity. The 
thesis reveals the application prospect of the proposed iterative frequency-domain 
channel equalisation and estimation in an uplink MIMO SC frequency division 
multiple access (SC-FDMA) system.
1.2 Research Contributions
The research conducted has produced the following main contributions.
• A low complexity Turbo space-frequency equalisation (TSFE) structure is 
proposed, which combines the advantages of MIMO FDE and iterative 
(Turbo) equalisation. It introduces a tremendous complexity reduction 
over the symbol-wise TSFE structure as well as the previously proposed 
Turbo time-domain equalisation (TTDE) and Turbo FDE (TFDE) struc­
tures and outperforms its Turbo orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 
(TOFDM) counterpart with a comparable complexity.
• An intensive investigation of hard-input iterative and soft-input iterative 
(Turbo) frequency-domain channel estimation is provided. Under each of 
the proposed criteria, unstructured channel estimation (UCE) and struc­
tured channel estimation (SCE) are investigated. Least mean squares (LMS) 
SCE tracks the channel variations effectively with a low complexity as well 
as a highest convergence speed. The simplified Turbo recursive least squares 
(RLS) SCE provides nearly the same performance as Turbo RLS (TRLS) 
SCE, with a tremendous complexity reduction. Turbo normalised RLS 
(NRLS) SCE outperforms Turbo Kalman SCE in terms of the steady-state 
mean squared error (MSE). An intensive performance analysis of Turbo
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Kalman channel estimation and Turbo NRLS channel estimation is pro­
vided.
• Adaptive Turbo multiuser detection and co-channel interference (CCI) sup­
pression are applied to the uplink MIMO SC-FDMA system. The proposed 
Turbo SC-FDMA system significantly outperforms its Turbo orthogonal 
frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) counterpart. In the presence 
of unknown CCI, the simplified Turbo RLS channel estimation along with 
low-pass CCI suppression (LPCCIS) provides a performance very close to 
the case with perfect channel state information CSI, and outperforms the 
existing temporal CCI suppression (TCCIS) scheme.
1.3 Thesis Organisation
The rest of the thesis is organised in five chapters. An overview of the techniques 
relative to the research is provided in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 proposes the TSFE 
structure, which is compared with TTDE, TFDE, and TOFDM. Incorporated 
with TSFE, adaptive iterative frequency-domain channel estimation schemes are 
investigated in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents an adaptive Turbo MIMO SC- 
FDMA system with CCI suppression (CCIS), which is demonstrated as a very 
useful application of TSFE and Turbo channel estimation. Conclusions and future 
work are discussed in the final chapter.
1.4 Publication List
A list of publications during the course of this research is provided below, which 
all contribute to the thesis.
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Chapter 2
Research Overview
Having been applied in this work, four relevant techniques are reviewed in this 
chapter: 1) MIMO; 2) FDE; 3) iterative (Turbo) equalisation; and 4) iterative 
channel estimation.
2.1 Multi-Input Multi-Output (MIMO) Tech­
nique
MIMO technology has attracted tremendous attention, since it offers significant 
increases in data throughput and link range without additional bandwidth or 
transmit power. Pioneering work by Winters [1], Foschini [2], and Telatar [3] 
ignited much interest in this area by predicting remarkable spectral efficiencies for 
wireless systems with multiple antennas when the channel exhibits rich scattering 
and its variations can be accurately tracked.
MIMO systems employ multiple antennas at the receiver and transmitter. 
Based on multipath effects, multiple spatial branches can be established between 
transmitter and receiver. Traditionally, this effect has been exploited in diversity
7
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of a MIMO system with Nt transmit antennas and Nr receive 
antennas.
systems to improve the link quality by reducing the fading effects. When multi­
ple antennas are employed in single user systems, the possible system configura­
tions include: multiple-input single-output (MISO), single-input multiple-output 
(SIMO) and MIMO. A typical discrete time MIMO system with Nt transmit 
antennas and Nr receive antennas is depicted in Figure 2.1.
The overall channel memory is assumed to be N. Assuming symbol spaced 
sampling, the mth receive signal sample at the Zth (l =  1, ■ • •, Nr) receive antenna 
is given by
N t N
i  = E E w + « r  (2.i)
n = l i = 0
where h™ denotes the Ah (i =  0, • • •, N) path gain between the nth transmit 
antenna and the Zth receive antenna at time m, and n™ denotes the additive white 
Gaussian noise (AWGN) with the single-sided power spectral density (PSD) Nq.
2.1.1 Spatial Diversity
It has been found that an antenna spacing of at least A/2 results in sufficiently 
uncorrelated branches, which can be exploited by a spatial diversity system or 
spatial multiplexing system, where A is the wavelength. This corresponds to 16 
cm at 900 MHz or 8 cm at 1800 MHz, which are typical operating frequencies of 
current mobile telephone networks. This makes the use of multiple antennas at
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the mobile station feasible.
Space-Time Block Codes (STBCs) can obtain transmit diversity without knowl­
edge of the channel at the receiver. This is particularly interesting in a mobile 
communications scenario, where it is not always possible to implement multiple 
antennas at the receiver. The Alamouti scheme can be regarded as a special 
case of STBCs [9]. It has a simple implementation and no channel knowledge is 
necessary at the transmitter. Other STBCs include the trellis space-time code, 
which uses a Viterbi maximum likelihood decoder. It obtains better performance 
than the Alamouti scheme but entails an increased computational burden at the 
receiver. There are also forms of indirect transmit diversity, which convert spa­
tial diversity to time or frequency diversity using appropriate encoding at the 
transmitter.
At the receiver, the signals from the uncorrelated branches have to be com­
bined in a suitable way to minimise fading of the combined signal. The following- 
are some standard combining methods:
• Maximum ratio combining: Weighing of the branch signals according to 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), co-phasing and combining.
• Equal gain combining: Same weighing for all branch signals, co-phasing and 
combining.
• Selection combining: Selects the branch signal with the highest SNR.
2.1.2 Spatial Multiplexing
Spatial multiplexing uses the statistically uncorrelated branches between multiple 
transmit and receive antennas to increase the data rate by transmitting data in 
parallel. The large spectral efficiencies associated with MIMO channels are based
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on the fact that a rich scattering environment is able to provide independent 
transmission paths from each transmit antenna to each receive antenna. There­
fore, for single-user systems, a transmission and reception strategy that exploits 
this structure achieves capacity on approximately min (Nt, Nr) separate channels, 
where Nt is the number of transmit antennas and Nr is the number of receive 
antennas. Thus, capacity scales linearly with min(Nt,Nr) relative to a system 
with just one transmit and one receive antenna. This capacity increase requires 
a scattering environment such that the matrix of channel gains between transmit 
and receive antenna pairs has full rank and independent entries and that perfect 
estimates of these gains are available at the receiver. Much subsequent work 
has been aimed at characterising MIMO channel capacity under more realistic 
assumptions about the underlying channel model and the channel estimates avail­
able at the transmitter and receiver. MIMO channel capacity depends heavily on 
the statistical properties and antenna element correlations of the channel. Previ­
ous work has developed both analytical and measurement-based MIMO channel 
models along with the corresponding capacity calculations for typical indoor and 
outdoor environments [10]. Antenna correlation varies drastically as a function 
of the scattering environment, the distance between transmitter and receiver, the 
antenna configurations, and the Doppler spread [11, 12]. As shown in [13], the 
effect of channel correlation on capacity depends on what is known about the 
channel at the transmitter and receiver: correlation sometimes increases capacity 
and sometimes reduces it [14].
2.1.3 Reserach on M IM O
Many practical MIMO techniques have been developed to capitalise on the theo­
retical capacity gains predicted by Shannon theory. A major focus of such work
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is space-time coding: recent work in this area is summarised in [15]. Other 
techniques for MIMO systems include space-time modulation [16, 17], adaptive 
modulation and coding [18], space-time equalisation [19, 20], space-time signal 
processing [21], space-time code division multiple access (CDMA) [22, 23], and 
space-time OFDM [24, 25, 26]. An overview of the recent advances in these areas 
and other practical techniques along with their performance can be found in [27],
2.2 Frequency-Domain Equalisation (FDE)
Since FDE was proposed as an alternative equalisation scheme to traditional SC 
systems [28], and frequency-domain adaptive filtering appeared in signal process­
ing literature [29], it has almost fallen into disuse. FDE hasn’t made itself a 
popular technique over the past three decades, since TDE has dominated the 
realm of adaptive SC equalisation. However, FDE has shown a strong come­
back to earn itself a place in the next generation wireless communication systems 
due to its favorable tradeoff between performance in frequency selective fading 
channels and signal processing complexity.
In the next generation wireless communications, broadband wireless access 
technologies is required to offer bit rates of tens of megabits per second or more to 
residential and business subscribers. Air interface standards for such broadband 
wireless metropolitan area network (MAN) systems in licensed and unlicensed 
bands below 11 GHz have been developed by the IEEE 802.16 working group and 
also by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) Broadband 
Radio Access Network (BRAN) High-Performance MAN (HiperMAN) group. 
Such systems may serve residential and small office/home office (SOHO) sub­
scribers, operating over non-line-of-sight (NLOS) links where multipath effect
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SC-FDE:
OFDM:
Figure 2.2: SC-FDE and OFDM - signal processing similarities and differences.
can be severe. This raises the question of what types of anti-multipath tech­
niques are necessary, and consistent with low-cost solutions. Both SC-FDE and 
OFDM have been regarded the most promising techniques to be deployed in the 
next generation communications.
2.2.1 FDE vs. OFDM
As shown in Figure 2.2, SC-FDE has a similar structure to OFDM except that 
the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) block is moved from the transmitter to 
the receiver [5, 30]. In a SC-FDE system, each block of M  modulated symbols 
are transmitted after the cyclic prefix (CP) is inserted at the head of the block. 
At the receiver side, CP is removed and fast Fourier transform (FFT) transforms 
the time-domain signal into the frequency domain. Since CP makes the channel 
circulant, each frequency bin is simply linearly equalised by a equaliser coefficient. 
Finally, the equalised signal are transformed from the frequency domain back to 
the time domain by IFFT for detection or decoding.
Since SC-FDE systems are closely related to OFDM systems, only the modi­
fications of the equalisation methods required for SC-FDE systems are discussed.
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One of the main difference from OFDM is that although equalisation is per­
formed in the frequency domain, the source data is in the time domain. The 
linear equalisation schemes (Zero Forcing (ZF), Minimum Mean Squared Error 
(MMSE)) are analogous to the OFDM case, however, equalisation needs to be 
performed in all frequency bins in order to recover the time-domain stream esti­
mates. If maximum likelihood (ML) equalisation is applied to SC-FDE systems, 
a time-domain formulation is essential, compared to the frequency-domain one 
for OFDM system. In the case of MIMO FDE, vertical bell laboratories layered 
space-time (V-BLAST) equalisation is mostly used, where the optimal detection 
order should be determined all frequency bins for each antenna, while MIMO- 
OFDM employs the optimum ordering on each frequency bin for each antenna.
Low complexity of linear signal processing and robustness against dispersive 
channels are the common characteristics to both of the two techniques, but the 
use of SC modulation and FDE by processing the FFT of the received signal has 
several attractive features:
• SC modulation has reduced peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) require­
ments from OFDM, thereby allowing the use of less costly power amplifiers.
• The performance of SC-FDE is similar to that of OFDM, even for very long 
channel delay spread.
• Frequency-domain receiver processing has a similar complexity reduction 
advantage to that of OFDM.
• Coding, while desirable, is not necessary for combating frequency selectivity, 
as it is in nonadaptive OFDM.
SC modulation is a well-proven technology in many existing wireless and
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wireline applications, and its linearity requirement for the amplifier is well 
known.
• From a carrier synchronisation point of view, FDE with SC modulation 
suffers from single unsynchronised carrier less than OFDM suffers from 
multi unsynchronised carriers.
2.2.2 Research on FDE
Compared to TDE such as decision feedback equalisation (DFE) [31] and maxi­
mum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) [32], FDE requires less complexity 
to achieve the same performance, especially in highly dispersive channels [33]. In 
[34], FDE was employed in MIMO systems, where all the signals are detected 
simultaneously. A layered space-frequency equalisation structure was proposed 
in [35] for MIMO systems, which provides enhanced performance over the single- 
stage MIMO FDE [34] by combining FDE and successive interference cancellation. 
However, [34] and [35] only assumed quasi-static channels.
Adaptive FDE structures were investigated in [33] and [36] for time-varying 
channels, where the equaliser coefficients are updated directly without explicit 
channel estimation. This however may introduce a relatively slow convergence 
speed in fast fading channels. Another type of adaptive FDE structures are based 
on separate adaptive channel estimation [37, 38] and equalisation. The work in 
[37] assumed single-input single-output (SISO) and SIMO systems, which was 
extended for the MIMO case in [38].
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Transmitter Receiver A Receiver B Receiver C
Figure 2.3: Transmitter and three receiver structures: the optimal detector (re­
ceiver A), one-time equalisation and decoding using hard or soft inputs (receiver 
B), and Turbo equalisation (receiver C).
2.3 Iterative (Turbo) Equalisation
Iterative (Turbo) equalisation is an iterative equalisation and decoding technique, 
which provides substantial insights into the significant performance improvement 
over the conventional equalisation techniques [39].
2.3.1 Iterative (Turbo) Receiver
Figure 2.3 contains a system configuration for a digital transmitter as part of 
a communication link. These basic elements are contained in most practical 
communication systems and are essential components of a transmitter such that 
Turbo equalisation can be used in the receiver.
The role of the encoder, usually for the error control code (ECC), is to take 
the binary data sequence to be transmitted as input and produce an output that 
contains not only this data but also additional redundant information that can be
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used to protect the data of interest in the event of errors during transmission. To 
ensure that single-bit errors appear randomly and to avoid long error bursts, an 
interleaver is used to randomise the order of the code bits prior to transmission. 
Finally, the permuted code bits are then modulated at baseband and transmitted 
over a passband channel.
To estimate the transmitted data optimally, the receiver must find the set of 
transmitted bits that are most probable. Such a receiver, as depicted in Figure 2.3 
as receiver A, takes into account the ECC, the interleaver, the symbol mapping, 
and knowledge of the channel. With so many factors involved, the resulting 
statistical relationship rapidly becomes difficult to manage in an efficient manner. 
As such, receiver A is simply infeasible, as it amounts to essentially trying to fit 
all possible sequences of transmitted bits to the received data, a task whose 
complexity grows exponentially.
The way that most practical receivers have been designed is to equalise the 
received observations to account for the effects of the channel, which is the first 
step in receiver B from Figure 2.3. Equaliser outputs can be demodulated into 
code bits, deinterleaved, and then decoded using a bit error rate (BER) optimal 
decoder for the ECC. The most straightforward way to implement this separate 
equalisation and decoding process is for the equaliser to make hard decisions 
as to which sequence of channel symbols were transmitted and for these hard 
decisions to be mapped into binary code bits. These binary code bits can then be 
processed with the decoder for the ECC. The process of making hard decisions on 
the channel symbols actually destroys information pertaining to how likely each 
of the possible channel symbols might have been, however. This additional soft 
information can be converted into probabilities that each of the received code bits 
takes on the value of zero or one that, after deinterleaving, is precisely the form
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of information that can be exploited by a BER optimal decoding algorithm.
The remarkable performance of Turbo codes makes it clear that the soft in­
formation need not only flow in one direction. Once the error control decoding 
algorithm processes the soft information it can, in turn, generate its own soft in­
formation indicating the relative likelihood of each of the transmitted bits. This 
soft information from the decoder could then be properly interleaved and taken 
into account in the equalisation process, creating a feedback loop between the 
equaliser and decoder, through which each of the constituent algorithms com­
municates its beliefs about the relative likelihood that each given bit takes on 
a particular value. The feedback loop structure described here and depicted in 
receiver C in Figure 2.3 is essentially the process of Turbo equalisation.
Turbo equalisation systems were first proposed in [40] and developed fur­
ther by a number of others [41]. In particular, the original system introduced 
by Douillard et al. can be viewed as an extension of the Turbo decoding algo­
rithm by considering the effect of the inter symbol interference (ISI) channel as 
another form of error protection, i.e., as a rate—1 convolutional code. In each 
of these Turbo equalisation systems, maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) 
based techniques, are used exclusively for both equalisation and decoding.
An information bit sequence a is encoded and interleaved into a code sequence 
c =  [cic2 • • • cm], where cn =  [cn)icn ,2 • • ■ c„,q] (n =  1, ■ • ■, M). The binary code 
sequence c is mapped to a data sequence of M  data symbols according to the sym­
bol alphabet a  =  {on, • • •, a s }, where a.s(s =  1 , • • •, S) has unit symbol energy 
and a bit patten p.s =  (ps,iPs,2 • • -Ps,q] with pSiQ G {0, l } (g  =  1, • ■ ■ ,Q). Finally 
the data sequence is transmitted over the frequency selective fading channel.
Assuming the received sequence is x, the a posteriori LLR L (cn,q|x) is com-
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puted by the MAP equaliser as
L (cn>q |x) =  In P ( c n,q = l|x)
P (C n tq =  0|x)
^ Evc:C„t|rf=lP (x lc)P (c)
Evc:cl.(,=0 P(x|c)P(c)
(2.2)
which can be broken into the sum
s»
In (2.3)
The first term Le (cn>q) represents the information about cnA contained in x  and 
in the bit cnA (n'^n,q'^q), which is interleaved and conveyed to the decoder. 
The decoder generates its new LLRs, which are interleaved and fed back to the 
equaliser. The loop continues until LLRs converge.
2.3.2 Research on Iterative (Turbo) Equalisation
MAP based Turbo equalisation suffers from impractically high computational 
complexity, especially for highly dispersive channels, due to the need to per­
form equalisation and decoding several times for each block of data. One of the 
research focuses of Turbo equalisation is the development of low complexity al­
ternatives to MAP based Turbo equalisation. Wang and Poor [42] proposed a 
Turbo equalisation-like system for multi-user detection in CDMA systems, where 
the MAP equaliser is replaced by a linear equaliser based on the MMSE criterion. 
In [43, 44, 45], another MMSE based suboptimum Turbo equaliser was proposed 
using the so-called ’average variance’ technique (i.e., the variance of each symbol 
is replaced by the time average of all the variances), whose coefficients remain
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unchanged within a data block. Another common technique to decrease the com­
plexity of the MAP equaliser is to reduce the number of states in the underlying 
trellis, which was applied to Turbo equalisation in [46]. However, most previous 
work on Turbo equalisation assumed time-domain processing, which still intro­
duces a high complexity with a large number of antennas and a high channel 
delay spread.
Turbo equalisation was incorporated with FDE for SC MIMO systems in [47], 
which is referred to as TFDE here. TFDE is an easy extension of TTDE [47] to 
MIMO systems, based on the work in [43]. However, the equaliser coefficients of 
TFDE (as well as TTDE) are mainly derived in the time domain, which involves 
the inverse of a big matrix. Hence, TFDE requires a much higher complexity than 
its TOFDM counterpart [47], which operates on each subcarrier independently.
2.4 Iterative Channel Estimation
In practice, channels are time-varying and unknown to receivers. Therefore, adap­
tive channel estimation is desirable. Under the principle of Turbo equalisation, 
channel estimation is also iterative. To be coupled with Turbo equalisation, two 
categories of iterative channel estimation are available: 1 ) joint iterative channel 
estimation with Turbo equalisation; 2) separate iterative channel estimation.
The first category operates channel estimation by adaptively compute equaliser 
coefficients, which takes channel uncertainty into account for trellis based Turbo 
equalisation. However, joint channel estimation based on trellis based Turbo 
equalisation requires a huge complexity in implementation.
The second category regards the channel estimation task as an independent 
signal processing task. In this case, the channel estimates are used to generate the
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Figure 2.4: Separate Iterative channel estimation incorporated with Turbo equal­
isation.
equaliser coefficients iteratively. This allows combination of a wide range of chan­
nel estimation algorithms [48] and Turbo equalisation algorithms [40, 43, 49], to 
make a good tradeoff between the performance and complexity. This advantage 
over joint iterative channel estimation makes the separate iterative channel esti­
mation much more popular, since it can significantly reduce the implementation 
difficulties on hardware.
There are two different types of separate iterative channel estimation. The 
difference lies in whether hard inputs or soft inputs are utlised during channel 
estimation. Compared with hard-input channel estimation, soft-input channel 
estimation requires a comparable complexity with improved estimation accuracy 
due to the reduction of error propagation. Figure 2.4 illustrates separate iter­
ative channel estimation incorporated with Turbo equalisation. Although soft 
input from the decoder is employed to perform iterative channel estimation in 
the figure, iterative channel estimation also can operate based on hard inputs 
from the decoder. The received signal and soft input from the decoder for each
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iteration are fed to the iterative channel estimator, which generates and passes 
the channel impulse response (CIR) to the next iteration of equalisation.
There has been some work on iterative joint equalisation and channel es­
timation, in which hard inputs from the decoder are used to refine a channel 
estimate, in the context of OFDM transmission [50, 51]. However, the updates of 
channel estimation in these systems were based on hard inputs of signals, which 
introduce significant error propagation. In [52] and [53], adaptive trellis based 
Turbo equalisation was proposed to perform joint iterative channel estimation 
and equalisation, which, however, requires a high computational complexity.
Separate soft-input iterative (Turbo) channel estimation was applied to flat 
fading channels in [54], and frequency selective fading channels in [55], both based 
on the MMSE criterion. In [8 ], a Kalman filtering based Turbo channel estimation 
and a weighted Turbo RLS based channel estimation schemes were proposed. A 
Kalman smoothing based channel estimation scheme was proposed in [56] to 
improve the accuracy of the channel estimate. In [57], Turbo RLS based channel 
estimation reduces to Turbo LMS channel estimation nearly with no performance 
loss given phase shift keying (PSK) modulation. However, most previous work 
on Turbo channel estimation was symbol wise and was incorporated with TDE, 
which requires a prohibitive complexity for highly dispersive channels [58].
Compared to OFDM, SC-FDE has a lower PAPR and less sensitivity to carrier 
synchronisation. Turbo channel estimation incorporated with FDE performs on 
blocks, which saves a substantial complexity over the symbol-wise Turbo channel 
estimation incorporated with TDE [8 , 54, 55, 56, 57], In [59], a least squares (LS) 
based Turbo channel estimation scheme was proposed for SC-FDE systems. A 
simplified Turbo frequency-domain RLS channel estimation scheme was proposed 
for SC MIMO systems, which provides nearly the same performance as its full
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complexity counterpart with a tremendous complexity reduction [58]. To the 
best of the knowledge, however, no work has been reported on the Kalman based 
Turbo channel estimation for SC-FDE systems.
Chapter 3
Turbo Equalisation Techniques
This chapter proposes an MMSE based low complexity adaptive TSFE struc­
ture for SC MIMO systems with block transmission, combining the advantages 
of MIMO Turbo equalisation and block processing for SC-FDE. This work is 
different in that the equaliser coefficients are derived in the frequency domain, 
using the ’average variance’ technique [43, 44, 45]. This is a novel and effec­
tive application of the ’average variance’ technique in SC MIMO FDE, which 
allows channel equalisation on each independent frequency bin. As a result, a 
new concise block-wise FDE structure is proposed and computational complexity 
is significantly reduced.
It is shown that the proposed block-wise low complexity TSFE introduces a 
tremendous complexity reduction over the symbol-wise TSFE as well as TTDE 
and TFDE for SC MIMO systems. In terms of performance, the low complexity 
TSFE is close to the symbol-wise TSFE, equivalent to TFDE and superior over 
TTDE over highly dispersive channels, achieving the same bandwidth efficiency. 
With a moderate code rate and the increase of the number of iterations, SC 
TSFE also significantly outperforms its TOFDM counterpart [47] for multi-carrier
23
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(MC) block transmission, at a comparable complexity. An intensive performance 
analysis is provided for the low complexity TSFE, compared to TOFDM. The 
effects of the channel delay spread and the numbers of antennas on performance 
are also shown.
The symbol-spaced TSFE is extended to the case with oversampling, which 
avoids an information loss in discretising the received signals. The complexity of 
the oversampled TSFE increases linearly with the number of samples per block, 
and is much lower than the complexities of TTDE [47] and FD-TLE [60], which 
increase nonlinearly with the number of samples per block.
3.1 System Model
This section introduces the SC MIMO system model, on which the proposed 
TSFE and iterative channel estimation are based.
3.1.1 Notations
|_.J and [.] are reserved for integer flooring and integer ceiling, respectively, and 
% for mod operation. Jo(.) denotes the 0th order Bessel function. (.)* denotes the 
complex conjugate of a complex number. Let (.)q and (,)H denote the transpose 
and complex-conjugate transpose of a matrix/vector, respectively. The trace of a 
square matrix is given by tr{.). E {X) and Cov(X, Y ) =  E {X Y H) -  E (X )E {Y H) 
respectively denote the expectation and covariance operators. The element in 
the ith row and kth column of the matrix X  is denoted by [X]^. Diagonal and 
block diagonal matrices are denoted by diag(.) and DIAG(.), respectively, with 
elements/matrices on the diagonal listed in the parentheses. I at is an N x N
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identity matrix. Also define operators vec and mat as:
vec(ai • • • aQ)
mat(&i ■ ■ ■ aq) =
r i a T ..a i • « 5
ai 0
0 a 2
0 0
T
0
0
aQ
where aq(q =  1, • • •, Q) denotes a column vector.
3.1.2 SC M IM O  System Model
A MIMO system with Nt transmit antennas and Nr receive antennas employed in 
this chapter and Chapter 4 is depicted in Figure 3.1. An information bit sequence 
b is encoded into a terminated recursive systematic convolutional (RSC) code 
sequence c =  [cac 2 • • • cNtM], where ct =  [Ct}1ctt2 ■ ■ ■ q .q] (t =  1, • • •, NtM) with 
<k,q £ {0, l } (g  =  1, • • •, Q) denoting the qth coded bit in ct. The encoder has 
a memory of Mc (Mc bits are tailed to the information bit sequence b which 
forces the encoder to the all-zero state using the encoder circuit). The binary 
code sequence c is interleaved and mapped to a data sequence of NtM S-ary 
data symbols according to the symbol alphabet a  =  {an, • ■ •, 0 :5 }, where a:s(s =  
1, - • •, S') has unit symbol energy and a bit patten p.s =  \ps,\PSl2 • • • Ps,q] with 
pSiQ G { 0 ,1}(<? =  1 Finally the data sequence is multiplexed into Nt
transmission blocks, each containing M  symbols. Let dln(i =  0, • ■ •, M  — 1 ) denote 
the zth data symbol of a symbol period of T in a block transmitted by the nth 
(n =  1, • • •, Nt) antenna, and ■ ■ ■ c)i Qj the bit patten <Tn.
The overall channel memory is assumed to be iV, lumping the effects of the
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transmit filter, receive filter and physical channel. The channel is assumed to be 
block fading, i.e., the CSI is constant over a block. To implement the SC-FDE 
block transmission, each data block is prepended with a CP, which is the replica 
of the last N  symbols in the block, and is discarded at the receiver to prevent 
inter-block interference (IBI). The received signals are sampled at the symbol 
rate. Within each block, the mth (m =  0, • • •, M  — 1) sample at the Ith receive 
antenna is given by
N t n
i r  =  £ £ ' 4 < ' "  + nr  (3,i)
71=1 7=0
where h\n denotes the ith (i =  0, • • •, N) path gain between the nth transmit 
antenna and the Zth receive antenna, nf1 is the AWGN with the single-sided PSD 
N0. Define xm =  [x™ • ■ • x™r] as the received signal vector at the mth sampling 
time within a block, which is given by
Nt N
+  (3.2)
71=1 7=0
The received signals are transferred into the frequency domain by FFT. The signal 
on the mth (m =  0, • • •, M  — 1) frequency bin at the Zth receive antenna is given 
by
Nt
X r  = '£ H Z D Z  + N r  (3.3)
71=1
where
M—1x m = V'I / -/ c l'*'
7=0
i= 0 
M —1
Dn -  5Z éne~i2wmilM
i= o
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the SC MIMO system with adaptive TSFE at the 
receiver.
A i - l
jV™ =  Y  nie-j2mni/M (3.7)
¿=o
respectively denote the discrete Fourier transforms (DFTs) of x], h]n, dln and n\. 
Furthermore, let
N t
X m =  Y  Hn Dn +  N m (3.8)
n= 1
where X m =  [ x ?  • • ■ X f t f ,  H™ =  [H?n ■ • ■ H%rn]T, N m =  [N ? ■ ■ ■ N%r]T.
At the receiver, the mean ¡Tn and variance vln of dln are computed before 
equalisation:
Ln = E{<Tn) =  Y  <*sp &  =  “ «) (3-9)
a s €Ot
V„ =  Coil(din, <H) =  Y  =  CCs) -  Uni2 (3-10)
a,ea
using the a priori information P{dln =  as):
where
p  «  = a.) = n
9=1
® 1 +  pStqtanh (L1 (<£_,) U )
Ps.g =
1
- 1
Ps,q =  1 
Ps,q 0
(3.11)
(3.12)
and L1 (c^i9) is the LLR defined as
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3.2 Turbo TDE (TTDE), Turbo FDE (TFDE) 
and Turbo OFDM (TOFDM)
Before proposing the low complexity TSFE structure, TTDE, TFDE and TOFDM 
[47] are reviewed as good references due to their structural similarities to TSFE. 
TTDE and TFDE are easy extensions of [43] to MIMO systems with SC block 
transmission, and TOFDM for MC block transmission performs Turbo equalisa­
tion on each flat fading subcarrier independently.
3.2.1 TTD E and TFDE
TTDE is a direction extension of the work in [43] to the MIMO systems, which 
employs the same block transmission structure shown in Section 3.1 except that 
no CP is used in each block. With TTDE, the received signals are passed through 
a filter which spans F  symbol periods. During the ith sampling period, the signals 
spanned by the linear filter are denoted by x l =  vec (x '+JV,i • • • X't+Nrf_'i<+1) ( where 
Nd is the decision delay of the filter, x l can be expressed in matrix notation as
N t
‘ =  £ h nd ;  +  rP
71=1
X (3.14)
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where =  [c^ +JVd • • • dlFNd N F+1] , nl =  vec (nt+Nd ■ ■ ■ nz+Nd F+1 j^, and
hn • • • 0
0  • • • h„
(3.15)
which is an NrF  x (TV +  F) block Toeplitz matrix, with hn =  • • ■ h,^j.
Let wlk and b\ respectively denote the linear filter weight vector and feedback 
coefficient with respect to d\(k =  1, • • •, JVt; i =  0, ■ • •, M — 1). The corresponding- 
equaliser output signal is given by
4  =  w*fc +  b\ (3.16)
By minimising the mean squared error (MSE) cost function
4  = E\4 -  Tk\ (3.17)
The optimum linear filter weight vector w*. is obtained, which is expressed as
'k  — uk
Nt ~H
hnCov(dlnJ d j jh n +  N0INrF h,
n = 1
- 1 : Nd + 1
(3.18)
- _ ~JVt,+1 ±
where hn denotes the estimate of hn, hfc denotes the (N  ^+  l)th column of hfc, 
and
Cov(d ;,d )J  =  diag (v. + N d . . . i+N d- N - F + U  n un  y (3.19)
To reduce the computational complexity, v™(m =  i +  iVd, ■ ■ ■, i +  — N — F  +  1)
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in (3.19) can be approximated by its average vn for all m within the block, i.e.,
1 M —l
=  <  (3.20)
i= 0
Thus, (3.18) becomes
Wfc =  v'k
 ^ \ 1 *Nd+ 1
2^ unhnhn +  N0INrF hfc
,n = l /
(3.21)
The corresponding optimum feedback coefficient b\ is given by
N t .
=  (3.22)
n = l
where E =  [^52^ ' ' ' Fln Nd~N~F+1\ ■
TFDE [47] is similar to TTDE, except that a CP is introduced in the trans­
mission block as shown in Section 3.1. The linear filter of TFDE is implemented 
in the frequency domain, and its coefficients are obtained by simply transferring 
the time-domain weight vector in (3.21) into the frequency domain by FFT, 
with F  =  M  and Nd = M — 1. After the frequency-domain equalised symbol is 
transferred back into the time domain, a feedback coefficient blk defined in (3.22) 
is added to it to remove the residue inter-symbol interference and inter-channel 
interference.
3.2.2 TO FDM
OFDM has a similar structure to SC-FDE except that the IFFT block is moved 
from the receiver to the transmitter [5, 30]. The frequency-domain received
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TOFDM signal vector X m on the mth subcarrier is given by
x m =  V m  £  h ;x ;  +  N m (3.23)
71=1
where d™ denotes the mth OFDM symbol within a block transmitted by the nth 
antenna.
Letting W™ and b™ respectively denote the linear frequency-domain filter 
weight vector and feedback coefficient with respect to d™, the equalised symbol 
dtp for TOFDM is given by
W™ and b™ are determined to minimise the MSE cost function defined in (3.17). 
It can be derived that the optimum linear filter weight vector W™ is expressed 
as
dk =  W™HX m +  bl (3.24)
(3.25)
(3.26)
and H ”  denotes the estimate of H ”h
The corresponding optimum feedback coefficient is given by
(3.27)
The resulting MSE with respect to d™ is expressed as
1
( 1 - 0  +  -
(3.28)
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Remark: Calculating the equaliser coefficients plays a major part in the whole 
computational complexity, for which TTDE and TFDE need to find the inverse 
of a big matrix of dimensions FNr x FNr and MNr x MNr, respectively, while 
TOFDM needs to compute the inverse of an Nr xNr matrix R m(m =  0, ■ • •, M —1) 
in (3.26). Since the number of multiplications required for the inverse of a size 
P  x P  matrix is in the order of P 3, TTDE and TFDE with SC transmission 
require much higher complexity than TOFDM with MC transmission, using a 
large filter length F  and a large block size M. Hence, a low complexity Turbo 
equaliser is desired for SC MIMO systems.
3.3 Turbo Space-Frequency Equalisation (TSFE)
The iterative receiver with TSFE is depicted in the right part of Figure 3.1, 
which consists of a soft-input soft-output equaliser using TSFE, a Gaussian 
LLR estimator [44], an ECC decoder and an iterative channel estimator. The 
hard input iterative channel estimation and soft input iterative (Turbo) chan­
nel estimation will be investigated in Chapter 4. The equaliser output signals 
(n =  1, • • •, Nt;i =  0, • • •, M  — 1) are passed to the Gaussian LLR estimator 
for estimation of the extrinsic LLRs ^LE(clng)^, which are obtained as in [43]. 
^LE(clnq)}  are demultiplexed and deinterleaved to the intrinsic LLRs (¿ /(c^ g )), 
and are then input to the decoder as its a priori information. Both the estimate 
of information bit sequence b  and the extrinsic LLRs j LE(ct>q))  are generated 
by the decoder. (L £ (cti9))  are interleaved and multiplexed to the intrinsic LLRs 
( L ^ c ^ ) ) ,  and are then fed back to the equaliser and channel estimator for the 
next iteration.
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3.3.1 Symbol-wise TSFE
To detect substream {dlk} (i =  Q, ■ ■ •, M — 1) which is transmitted from the fcth 
(k =  1, • • •, Nt) antenna, the symbol-wise MMSE TSFE employs a symbol-wise 
frequency-domain linear filter for each iteration. Let =  0, • • •, M  — 1)
denote a size-IV,. x 1 frequency-domain weight vector with respect to d\ on the mth 
frequency bin, and b\ denote the corresponding time-domain feedback coefficient. 
Letting Ufc =  vec(W^°■ • - W ^ -1 ) and X  =  rnat(X° - • -X ^ -1 ), the equaliser 
output symbol d\ is given by
f* — j^gj27rO»/M_ _ ei 2îr (M - l ) i /M jT ^3 gg^
In particular, f° is a vector of all unit elements. Furthermore, let D n =  
d ia g (D • •D /^_1), and H n =  mat(H° ■ • where H™(m =  0, • • •, M  — 1)
denotes the estimate of H ”\ As shown in Appendix A, the equaliser coefficients 
are derived based on the MMSE criterion, which minimises the MSE cost function
 ^ M—1
(3.29)
where
2
Jk =  E K  -  d\ (3.31)
It can be derived that the linear weight vector XJ\ is expressed as
(3.32)
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where
1 N t M - 1
=  T7 E  £  +  NQINrM (3.33)
M  n = i  m = 0
The corresponding feedback coefficient is given by
¡4 = A  -  ¿ u f  if),H„B(D„)j f  (3.34)
where
EQDn) = diag ( E(D.°J- • - £ ( A f  £ )  (3.35)
with E(D™) =  1 lTne~i2vrn^ M(m =  0, • • •, M  — 1) denoting the DFT of /.¿)r
The resulting equaliser output d\ is:
i / Nt \ 1
i .  = S U i" l x  -  £ H..E(D„)) f  + - r t u y i l t f "  (3.36)
which is illustrated by the equivalent block diagram in the upper part of Figure 
3.2. To detect substream { dlk} (i =  0, • ■ ■, M  — 1) from the kth antenna, at a 
particular iteration the frequency-domain received signals are passed through a 
linear filter with weight vector U*. corresponding to d\. Channel equalisation 
and interference suppression are performed using j l /  (c^g) j  from the previous 
iteration ( l / ( c ^ g) — 0 for all n, i, q for the first iteration). The frequency- 
domain equalised signals are then transferred into the time domain by multiplying 
the ith output signal vector \J\H (x  — Y^nL\ Hn£l(Dn) j by f1 /M . Finally, a 
constant j^ fTkU ^ H fcf0 is added to the zth output branch to remove the residual 
interference. The resulting MSE with respect to dk is given by
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Figure 3.2: Block diagrams of the symbol-wise TSFE and block-wise low com­
plexity TSFE at a particular iteration for detection of substream { d\} (k =  
Nt] i =  0, ■ ■ ■, M  — 1).
The above procedure is repeated for substreams from different transmit antennas.
3.3.2 Low Complexity Block-wise TSFE
The frequency-domain linear filter weights of the symbol-wise TSFE in Subsection 
3.3.1 are different for each symbol within a data block, and therefore requires a 
huge computational complexity. To reduce the computation burden, a direct and 
effective approach is to implement the block processing on each frequency bin 
independently, i.e., to make Uji. independent of the time index i. This can be 
achieved by simply replacing vln(n =  Nt\i =  0, ■ • •, M — 1) in (3.32) by
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vn =  vn> which is the average of vln within a block [43]. Thus, fT in
(3.32) reduces to a block diagonal matrix as
f2 =  DI AG (R 0 • • • R m_1) (3.38)
where
N t
Rm= +N 01Ni.
n — 1
As a result, reduces to U a, =  vec(W k- • -W ^ -1 ), where
(3.39)
W  ?  =
J^i; 1 JJ.
1 I l- f^c v * ' 1J- -T M 2^ m=0 n k r t
(3.40)
The resulting equaliser output d\ in (3.36) can be expressed as
1 /  Nt „ \ I
di = M U “ \x - F f  +  m '4 U ‘ H *f °\ 71=1 /
(3.41)
This is depicted in the lower part of Figure 3.2, which proposes a new block- 
wise linear frequency-domain filter, rather than the symbol-wise filter for the 
symbol-wise TSFE, is employed, as U*, is independent of the time index i. The 
frequency-domain equalised signals are transferred back into the time domain by 
IFFT. Finally, a constant A iYkXJlkH Flki0 is added to the fth output branch to 
remove the residual interference.
The resulting MSE with respect to dk also becomes independent of the time 
index i , expressed as
J k =  1 - M E M — 1 T T m "  p n  m=0 ^k JrL
1 + 1 ~Vk. M s~^ M—1 ¿—im= 0
H ?
' R m 1 Hi
(3.42)
Similar to TOFDM [47], the frequency-domain linear filter weights of the
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block-wise TSFE are derived on each independent frequency bin. Thus, the block- 
wise TSFE requires a much lower complexity than the symbol-wise TSFE, as well 
as TTDE [47],
3.3.3 Gaussian LLR Estimation
The probability density function (PDF) of p(ctn\dln =  as) =  p(dln\cln =  ps)(n =  
1, - ■ ■ ,Nt;i =  0, • • •, M  — 1 ) is assumed to be Gaussian with the mean iTns = 
E (itn\dln =  as) and the variance vln s =  Cov(dln, dln\dln =  as) [43], where E(.\con) 
and Cov(.\con) refer to the conditional expectation and covariance, respectively. 
With the symbol-wise TSFE, the statistics for dln is computed as:
An (1 ~ 4) a*M
'■ — ji ( l _  j i )
i,s J n " n j
(3.43)
(3.44)
For the low complexity TSFE proposed in Subsection 3.3.2, J,* in (3.43) and 
(3.44) is replaced by Jn in (3.42).
Letting p]hS =  |ctn — iAn s | /u^s, the extrinsic LLR LE (cln ^  can be computed 
by the Gaussian LLR estimator as
LE — In Svp,:p.,,,=l P { < K  =  P a) n ^ / , P ( 4 ,„> =  Ps,g') 
Svp,:p.,,=oP(<4K =  P s)Rq'ïqP{àn,q' =  iW )
=  In
E vp .,:pSi(i =  l &XP
Evps:p<,,t;= 0  eXP
"Pn,s T  Y lq '^ q
-Pn.s  +  E
(3.45)
The extrinsic LLRs j LE are demultiplexed and deinterleaved to the
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intrinsic LLRs j z / ( c t i9 ) j ,  and are then input into the decoder as its a ■priori 
information, as illustrated in Figure 3.1.
3.3.4 Oversampled TSFE
Oversampling of the received signals is critical in practice, which is adopted to 
avoid an information loss in discretising the received signals. Assuming Ns sam­
ples per symbol period, the received signals at each receive antenna are arranged 
in blocks with each consisting of NSM  samples. Within each block, the mth 
(m =  0, • • •, NSM  — 1) sample at the ¿th receive antenna can be expressed as
N t N S( N + 1)-1
x ?  =  E  E  (3-46)
n—1 2=0
where h\n denotes the ith (i =  0 , • • •, iVs(iV +  1 ) — 1 ) sample of the continuous­
time channel path gain at time instant iT/Ns between the nth transmit antenna 
and the ¿th receive antenna. The oversampled received signals are transferred 
into the frequency domain by FFT. The signal on the mth (m =  0, • • •, NSM  — 1) 
frequency bin at the ¿th receive antenna is still given by (3.3), where, however,
N SM - 1
,^2g— j27T'mi/(NsM) 
l / -v  ^i 
2=0
(3.47)
Ns(N+l)~l
HJZ = Y  hine - j2nmi/{NsM)
i=0
(3.48)
M- 1
jrym _ çji ç—jïirmi/M
%=0
(3.49)
NSM-1
Nm =  V ' tfQ-pnrni/iNsM)l / j l (3.50)
2=0
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due to oversampling of the received signals. The frequency-domain received vector 
is still given by (3.8).
The symbol-spaced TSFE in Subsections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 is extended to the 
oversampled TSFE, where the notations in Subsections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 are rede­
fined.
First define X  =  mat{X°■ ■ ■X D ?l =  diag{D°n- ■ - D ^ M~l), and H n = 
mat(H°- • where H™(m =  0, ■ • • ,NSM  — 1) denotes the estimate of
H™. The frequency-domain equaliser weight vector with respect to dlk is denoted 
by lPfc =  vec{W£’0- • where W ‘¿m(m =  0, • • •, NSM  -  1) is a weight
vector of size Nr x 1 on the mth frequency bin. The equaliser output signal with 
respect to d\ is given by:
4  =  I X  -  £  H nE(Dn) I fN,M
Nt
n = l
(3.51)
where F =  [ei 2^ /(ivsM).. ^ { N sM-i)ii{NsM ) ^  and £ ( Dn) =  diag (E{D°n) -■ ■
, with E(D™) =  E -£o1 Lne~'i‘2wmi/M (rn =  0, ■ ■ •, NSM  -  1 ) denoting 
the DFT of ix\.
The equaliser coefficients are still derived based on the MMSE criterion, by 
minimising the MSE cost function in (3.31). The linear weight vector is 
expressed as
U! =
1 + izli1 ^  N SM î °nû
(3.52)
where
ST =
N M
N t M - 1
£  £  v ^ û nr - Nsmr - Nsm + NQi NtNrM
7i=l m= 0
(3.53)
To reduce the computational burden, is made independent of the time index 
i by replacing v^n  =  1, ■ • •, Nt\i =  0, • • •, M  -  1) in (3.52) by vn =  E ^ o 1 vh>
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which is the average of vln within a block [43, 61]. Thus, iT in (3.53) reduces to 
a block diagonal matrix as fl = DIAG  (IT0 ■ ■ • where
N t
Rm= J > nH ?H ? +N 0 INr
n = l
(3.54)
As a result, U*. reduces to IR  =  vec(W °- ■ J), where
wr = 1 U_ spNsM-l Tjm" "Rto“1 TJ1 ~+' NsM ^m= 0 n fc ^  ** (3.55)
It was shown in [61] that the above approximation has very little impact on 
performance. The resulting equaliser output d\ in (3.51) can be expressed as
d\ = _ _ U ffJV,M k
N t
x -  £  Hn£(Dn) r +
n= 1 N.M
^ U " H fcf° (3.56)
3.4 Performance Analysis
This section provides intensive theoretical performance analysis of the symbol­
spaced low complexity TSFE structure, whose performance approaches that of the 
symbol-wise TSFE, as can be shown in Section 3.6. As in [35, 62], appropriate 
analytical performance bounds are shown with given channel realisations. For 
simplicity, this section only investigates the BER performance before decoding, 
as the overall performance is dominated by Turbo equalisation instead of decoding 
with a relatively weak code such as the convolutional code (compared to the Turbo 
code). The block indexes are ignored for the simplicity of expression.
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3.4.1 TSFE vs. TO FD M
Let 7 /c denote the equaliser output signal to interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) 
with respect to the detected substream { g!Jl}  (i =  0 , • • • ,M  — 1 ) from the A;th 
(k =  1 , - - - ,N t) transmit antenna at a particular iteration. For an unbiased 
MMSE filter [31], it can be shown that the output SINR is related to the MSE 
by 7  ^ =  1/Jfc — 1. Without loss of generality, QPSK modulation is assumed here. 
Thus, the corresponding BER can be approximated by B E R =  Q{y/ik) [63]. 
Using the Gaussian tail function and further approximations, the BER can be 
upperbounded by BERk<exp(—jii;/2)/2 at a high SNR [64]. Therefore, the BER 
for TSFE is given by
BERT S F E < - ex p
i 1 r ' M— 1Ùm
9 «fc fjm wp m -lTJTO i* m Zvm = 0  -n-fc “ fc — *■
(3.57)
It is of interest to compare the performance of TSFE and its TOFDM counter­
part [47], assuming the same number of iterations and the same channel estimates. 
At a particular iteration, the output SINR with respect to the mth OFDM symbol 
(or subcarrier) transmitted by the fcth antenna is given by 7 ™ =  1/J™ — 1. The 
average BER of OFDM with given channel realisation is determined by averaging 
over all the symbols, which is bounded by:
1 M—1
B E R lOFDM =  —  B E R froFDM 
M  ¿ 0
 ^ M—1 jjm
~ 2 m  ¿ 0 exp \ 2  c H r " R m_1H r  - 1
Performance with a large number of iterations at a high SNR: With the in­
crease of the number of iterations, ¡1 ™ approaches d™, and therefore v™ in (3.58) 
approaches zero at a high SNR, he., vl=v\ =  • • •v =  0, as can be testified by
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simulations. Thus, the BER of TOFDM can be approximated by
 ^ M—1
(3.59)
In this case, v^=v\ == • • -v f^ 1 =  vn =  0, which leads to R m =  R m. Thus, the 
BER of TSFE can be approximated by
of TSFE with given channel realisation is not higher than that of its TOFDM 
counterpart, with a large number of iterations. Thus, TSFE achieves a better 
average BER performance than TOFDM in frequency selective fading channels 
with the increase of the number of iterations. Comparing the output SINRs for 
TOFDM to that of TSFE, it suggests that less fluctuation of SINR is likely to 
yield a better average BER performance.
3.4.2 Special Case: Flat Fading Channels
In the flat fading environment (*.e.,iV=0), the channel frequency response H™(m = 
0, • • •, M  — 1) reduces to the CIR vector hfc of size Nr x 1. Correspondingly, the 
BER for TOFDM is expressed as
Using exp £ "=1 Xij <£  )C"=1 exp(xi)(xi <  0, Vi), it can be shown that the BER
1 h f r m 'hfc
2 rm_1hfc -  1
(3.61)
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where denotes the estimate of h fc, and rm =  J2n=i +  NoIn,.- It can be
derived that the BER of TSFE is given by
1 h f r
2  vkhlIr - lhk -  1
(3.62)
where r =  J2n=i w h „ h f  +  iV0Ijv,.-
Performance with one iteration: At the first iteration particularly, the vari­
ance of each symbol for both TSFE and TOFDM is set to be unit, i.e., =
vln =  ■ • •iW~1 =  1. Hence, both TSFE and TOFDM reduce to a linear MMSE 
detector and provide exactly the same performance as:
where r =  JfnU hnh„ +  N0l Nr.
Performance with a large number of iterations at a high SNR: With the in­
crease of the number of iterations and at a high SNR, v°n =  v* =  • • =  vn
approach zero. As a result, rm in (3.61) can be approximated by r in (3.62), and 
both (3.61) and (3.62) can be approximated by
1 hffr
2 h fr^ h fc  -  1
(3.63)
(3.64)
Hence, TSFE and TOFDM achieve similar performance with a large number of 
iterations at a high SNR in fiat fading.
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3.5 Complexity Analysis
This section first investigates the complexity of the proposed TSFE, compared to 
that of TTDE and TOFDM with symbol-spaced sampling. For simplicity, this 
section focuses on the complexity of Turbo equalisation without considering de­
coding, which consists of four parts: 1) complexity of FFT/IFFT (for TSFE and 
TOFDM only); 2) complexity of calculating the equaliser coefficients; 3) com­
plexity of equalisation which denotes the signal processing required to generate 
the equalised symbols; and 4) complexity of calculating the statistics associated 
with the LLR, mean, and variance for each symbol. Solution of the equaliser 
coefficients plays a critical role in the whole complexity, for which TTDE requires 
approximately F 3AO/3 complex multiplications for matrix inversion, while both 
the low complexity TSFE and TOFDM need to find the inverses of M Nr x Nr 
matrices, each requiring approximately IV,3/ 3 complex multiplications only. This 
implies the complexity similarity between the low complexity TSFE and TOFDM, 
as well as the complexity advantage of the low complexity TSFE over its TTDE 
counterpart (with a large filter length F ).
It should be noted that the first iteration costs less computation than each of 
the remaining iterations, as the initial statistics for the first iteration is already 
known to the receiver. The above complexity is summarised in Table 3.1 with 
5-ary modulation, where 1* and R* denote the first iteration and each of the 
remaining iterations, respectively.
A numerical example of the normalised overall complexity in terms of the 
number of complex multiplications is shown in Table 3.2, with Nt =  4 transmit 
antennas, Nr — 4 receive antennas, QPSK modulation (5  =  4), overall channel 
memory N =  6, and different numbers of iterations. TSFE and TOFDM have 
the same configuration with a block size of M — 64 symbols with a CP of length
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Table 3.1: Complexity per Iteration in Terms of Complex Multiplications (A- 
Low complexity TSFE, B-Symbol-wise TSFE, C-TOFDM, D-TTDE, Cx = 
0.5NtM(log2M), C2 =  0.5NrM(log2M), S-ary modulation, A t-Number of trans­
mit antennas, At,.-Number of receive antennas, A-Channel memory, M-Data block 
size, F-Filter length for TTDE, 1*-First iteration, and F*-each of the remaining 
iterations)_______________________________________________________________ _
FF T/
IFFT
Coefficient Equalisation Statistics
A-l* C\ +  C2 AFM /3 +  2NtN2M NtNrM NtNrM  +  NtM P  
+NtP  +  Nt
A-R* 2 Cl ACM/3 +  2NtN2M  
+NtNrM  +  NtM
2 NtNrM NtM P  +  NtP  
+Nt
B-l* C\ +  C*2 N?M/3 + 2NtN ‘fM NtNrM NtNrM + NtM P  
+NtP + Nt
B-R* C1 A,3M 4/ 3 +  2NtN'1M'i 
+2NtNrM 2 + NtM
Nt(Nr +  1 )M 2 
+NtNrM
2 NtM P + NtP
c-r c 2 Nf.M/3 +  2NtN 2M NtNrM NtNrM  +  2 NtMP  
+NtP
C-R* 0 Nf.M/3 +  2 NtN2M  
+NtNrM + NtM
2 NtNrM 2NtM P + NtP
D-l* 0 F 3N?/3 +  2 F 3NtN 2 F NtNrM FNtNr +  NtM P  
+NtP  +  Nt
D-R* 0 F :iN?/3 +  2F'iNtN‘ï  
+FN tNr +  NtM
2 FNtNTN 
+2F NtNrM
NtM P  +  NtP 
+Nt
N , while TTDE has a block size of M  =  128 symbols with total 2N redundant 
symbols, where N symbols eliminate IBI, and the other N  symbols are used 
for the filtering purpose (i.e., the filter length F  =  N +  1). In this case, all 
the structures achieve the same spectral efficiency. The low complexity TSFE 
obviously requires a complexity comparable to that of TOFDM, much less than 
that of TTDE, especially with the increase of the number of iterations. Thanks 
to the block-wise processing, the low complexity TSFE with 5 iterations saves 
around 20000 times of complexity over the symbol-wise TSFE.
Compared to the complexities of FD-TLE [60] and TTDE [47], the complexity 
of the proposed oversampled TSFE are also investigated. Solution to the equaliser
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Table 3.2: Normalised Complexity with Nt =  4 Transmit Antennas, Nr =  4 
Receive Antennas, Channel Memory N =  6, QPSK modulation (5  =  4), M =  64 
Symbols per Block (TSFE and TOFDM )/M =  128 Symbols per Block (TTDE)
1 iteration 2 iterations 5 iterations
Low complexity TSFE 1 2.1 5.4
Symbol-wise TSFE 1 27614 110450
TOFDM [47] 1.1 2.1 5.4
TTDE [47] 4.8 10.7 28.5
Table 3.3: Nomalised Complexity of TSFE, FD-TLE and TTDE with M = 
128 Symbols per Block, Ns =  2 Samples per Symbol Period, Nt =  4 Transmit 
Antennas, Nr =  4 Receive Antennas, Channel Memory N = 25 and QPSK 
M odulation______________________________________________________
Receiver 1 iteration 2 iterations 5 iterations
TSFE 1 2.1 5.1
FD-TLE [60] 2084 4171 10431
TTDE [47] 7.9 16.8 44.1
coefficients plays a critical role in the whole complexity, for which TSFE calculate 
the inverses of NSM  matrices of size NrxN r, and therefore requires approximately 
NsM N 3/3 complex multiplications. While FD-TLE performs iterative FDE by 
minimising the cost function which involves NSM  samples, and therefore requires 
approximately N 3M 3N 3/3  complex multiplications for matrix inversion. TTDE 
uses a time-domain linear filter spanning (N +  1) symbol periods, and therefore 
the order of N3(N +  l )3N 3/3 complex multiplications are needed for calculating- 
equaliser coefficients. A numerical example of the normalised complexity is shown 
in Table 3.3, with the same configuration as in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. Thanks 
to block processing, the low complexity TSFE with 5 iterations saves around 2000 
and 9 times of complexity over FD-TLE and TTDE, respectively.
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3.6 Simulation
3.6.1 Simulation Setup
Simulation chooses a rate 1/2, memory 2 RSC encoder [7] with generator (1 + 
D +  D 2, 1 +  D2) to generate the ECC bits. The physical channel is modeled 
by following the exponential power delay profile [65] with a root mean squared 
(RMS) delay spread of a. Both transmit and receive filters use a raised-cosine 
pulse with a roll-off factor of 0.35. TTDE has a filter decision delay Nj, =  1, 
which is optimised using the scheme in [65]. The SNR is defined as the spatial 
average ratio of the received signal power to noise power. Up to 30000 simulation 
runs are used.
Figure 3.3-3.5 demonstrate the performance of the symbol-spaced TSFE, 
which uses the same configuration as in Table 3.2. With a symbol rate of 1.25 
M-Baud, a default RMS delay spread of. a =  1 ¡is (i.e., a =  1.25 T ) is used, 
except in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.6 shows the performance of the oversampled TSFE, with the same 
setup as in Table 3.3. With and a symbol rate of 5 M-Baud, a RMS delay spread 
of a =  1 ns (i.e., a =  5 T) is employed.
3.6.2 Simulation Results
Figure 3.3 demonstrates the average BER performance of the low complexity 
TSFE, compared to the symbol-wise TSFE, and its TOFDM and TTDE coun­
terparts, assuming perfect CSI and no Doppler effect. It can be observed that the 
low complexity TSFE provides close performance to the symbol-wise TSFE, with 
a tremendous complexity (e.g., around 20000 times with 5 iterations). Thus, in 
the following, this section focuses on the low complexity TSFE which is denoted
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Figure 3.3: Performance of symbol-spaced TSFE, TOFDM, and TTDE with 
Nt =  4 transmit antennas, Nr =  4 receive antennas, RMS delay a =  1.25 T, and 
perfect CSI.
by TSFE for simplicity. Compared to TTDE, TSFE provides better performance 
at much lower complexity, though the performance gap decreases with the in­
crease of the number of iterations. It can be explained that TSFE employs the 
whole observation block in its filter, which is much longer than the filter length of 
TTDE. The FDE based TSFE also outperforms TOFDM with a relatively large 
number of iterations. The performance gain with 5 iterations is over 1 dB at 
BER =  HR5.
Figure 3.4 shows the impact of the RMS delay spread on performance of 
TSFE, TOFDM and TTDE at a fixed SNR =  7 dB. The horizontal axis denotes
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Figure 3.4: Impact of the RMS delay spread on the performance of symbol­
spaced TSFE, TOFDM, and TTDE with Nt =  4 transmit antennas, Nr =  4 
receive antennas, SNR =  7 dB, and perfect CSI.
the RMS delay spread normalised to the symbol period. With the same number 
of iterations, TSFE, TOFDM and TTDE achieve similar performance at a low 
RMS delay spread. With a relatively high delay spread, however, TSFE outper­
forms TOFDM and TTDE. This is because TSFE can capture the most multipath 
channel energy among all the three structures in highly dispersive channels. At a 
high RMS delay spread, TSFE also outperforms its flat fading case. With 5 iter­
ations, the BER of TSFE at an RMS delay spread of a =  2 T is around 17 times 
lower than its BER for flat fading. While TOFDM remains a relatively stable 
performance over different RMS delay spreads, with a BER improvement of only
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Figure 3.5: Impact of the numbers of antennas on performance of symbol-spaced 
TSFE with RMS delay a =  1.25 T, and perfect CSI.
2 times at a =  2 T compared to the flat fading case with 5 iterations. Meanwhile, 
TTDE suffers from performance degradation in highly dispersive channels with 
a > T.
Figure 3.5 shows the impact of the numbers of transmit and receive antennas 
on performance of TSFE, with Nt = Nr = 1, Nt = Nr =  2, and Nt — Nr =  4, 
respectively. With only one iteration, TSFE with different numbers of antennas 
achieve similar performance given that the numbers of transmit antennas and 
receive antennas are equal (i.e., Nt =  Nr), since equally likely code bits are 
assumed. With the increase of the number of iterations, however, the more
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Figure 3.6: Performance of oversampled TSFE, FD-TLE, and TTDE with M — 
128 symbols per block, Ns =  2 samples per symbol period, Nt =  4 transmit 
antennas, Nr =  4 receive antennas, RMS delay a — 5 T, perfect CSI and no 
Doppler effect.
antennas are used given Nt =  Nr, the better the performance of TSFE is. Using 
5 iterations, TSFE with Nt =  Nr =  4 respectively achieves a performance gain 
of around 1.5 dB over TSFE with Nt — Nr — 2, and a gain of around 5 dB 
with Nt — Nr =  1, at BER =  10“ 3. This is because the performance of TSFE 
is enhanced with the increase of the total length of the coded bit sequence c 
(proportional to the number of transmit antennas Nt), while the spatial diversity 
(i.e., the number of receive antennas Nr) increases correspondingly. This should 
be compared to the conventional equalisation methods which generally suffer from
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performance degradation with more transmit antennas used given Nt =  Nr, due to 
the enhanced interference between substreams from different transmit antennas. 
It can also be observed that given Nt = Nr, the more antennas, the larger the 
impact of the number of iterations on performance. With Nt =  Nr =  1, little 
performance improvement can be achieved with more iterations use. With Nt = 
Nr — 4, however, TSFE with 5 iterations can achieve a significant performance 
gain of more than 6 dB over the 1 iteration case at BER =  10~3.
The BER performance of the oversampled TSFE is shown in Figure 3.6, as­
suming perfect CSI and no Doppler effect. With 5 iterations, TSFE has a perfor­
mance gain of around 2 dB over FD-TLE [60] at BER =  10-3 , with a complexity 
reduction of around 2000 times over the latter as shown in Table 3.3. This is 
because FD-TLE utilises only the first-order statistics of signals for Turbo equal­
isation, while TSFE benefits from both the first-order and second-order statistics. 
TSFE also outperforms TTDE due to the higher frequency diversity achieved by 
TSFE, while requiring a complexity of around 9 times less than the latter with 5 
iterations.
3.7 Summary
This chapter has proposed a low complexity adaptive TSFE structure for SC 
MIMO block transmission, incorporating the MMSE based frequency-domain 
Turbo equalisation, combining the advantages of MIMO Turbo equalisation and 
block processing for SC-FDE. Deriving the equaliser coefficients based on the 
’average variance’ technique [43, 44, 45] and performing equalisation on each fre­
quency bin independently, the proposed block-wise low complexity TSFE achieves 
a significant complexity reduction over the symbol-wise TSFE, TTDE [47] and
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TFDE [47] for SC MIMO systems, e.g., around 20000 and 2600 times of complex­
ity reduction over the symbol-wise TSFE and TFDE with 5 iterations, respec­
tively. With the same bandwidth efficiency, it provides the performance which is 
close to that of the symbol-wise TSFE, equal to that of TFDE, and better than 
that of TTDE. With a moderate code rate, it is shown both theoretically and 
numerically that SC TSFE achieves much better performance than its TOFDM 
counterpart [47] for MC systems, at a comparable complexity. The performance 
gains of TSFE over TTDE and TOFDM increase with the increase of channel 
delay spread. TSFE also significantly outperforms its flat fading case with the 
increase of the channel delay spread, due to the frequency diversity. Given that 
the number of transmit antennas is equal to the number of receive antennas, the 
more antennas employed, the better the performance of TSFE due to the in­
creased spatial diversity, and the larger the impact of the number of iterations on 
performance. The complexity of the oversampled TSFE increases linearly with 
the number of samples per symbol period and the number of subcarriers, which 
is much lower than the complexities of FD-TLE [60] and TTDE [47].
Chapter 4
Adaptive Iterative 
Frequency-Domain Channel 
Estimation
This chapter investigates adaptive iterative channel estimation for time-varying 
channels, which was not considered in the previous work on Turbo equalisation for 
SC block transmission [43]. The hard-input frequency-domain channel estimation 
is an easy extension of the work in [37] to MIMO, which, however, incurs error 
propagation due to the inaccuracy of hard decision. Compared to hard-input 
channel estimation, soft-input iterative (Turbo) channel estimation makes the 
advantage of the likelihood information of each of the transmitted bits, which 
effectively mitigate the error propagation during channel estimation.
In this chapter, three categories of iterative channel estimation schemes are 
investigated. The first is hard-input channel estimation, which is based on the 
LMS and RLS criteria and utilises the hard decision in each iteration. Second, 
a class of Turbo frequency-domain SCE schemes, extended from the hard-input
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SCE counterparts, are introduced. Third, the Kalman filtering based Turbo chan­
nel estimation and its general case of the NRLS based Turbo channel estimation 
are proposed. For the first and third category, an UCE and a SCE are proposed 
under each channel estimation criterion, (i.e., LMS, RLS, Kalman filtering and 
NRLS).
An intensive performance analysis in terms of the MSE of the channel esti­
mate is provided for Turbo Kalman channel estimation and Turbo NRLS channl 
estimation. The performance analysis of the other two categories of iterative 
channel estimation is not shown, since the analytical MSE is calculated using 
the error-covariance matrix, which are only available for Kalman based Turbo 
channel estimation. The complexity analysis of the hard-input channel estima­
tion and the simplified Turbo RLS SCE (TRLS-SCE) is demonstrated, whose 
complexities are much lower than that of nolinear Kalman based Turbo chan­
nel estimation. Thus, the complexity analysis focuses on the hard-input channel 
estimation and the simplified TRLS-SCE, which both provide better tradeoff be­
tween performance and complexity than Kalman based Turbo channel estimation. 
Simulation results are provided to demonstrate the performance of the proposed 
iterative channel estimation schemes. Finally, the summary is given.
4.1 Hard-Input Iterative Channel Estimation
By extending the work in [37] to MIMO systems, this section proposes two types 
of hard decision based adaptive channel estimation schemes, incorporated with 
TSFE. One is based on the assumption of independent frequency bins, referred to 
as UCE. The other, referred to as SCE, utilises the correlation between adjacent 
frequency bins. The channel estimates can be updated based on the LMS or RLS
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criterion.
Each data frame consists of a training sequence of nTrain blocks and a data 
sequence of nData blocks. The receiver first operates in the training mode where 
the training blocks are used to obtain the initial channel estimates. Let q denote 
the block index. In the code-aided channel estimation mode, adaptive channel 
estimation is based on the hard decisions, and the estimation results are passed 
to the next iteration of TSFE, as shown in Figure 3.1.
(3.3) can be rewritten as
J £ m { q )  _  _|_ jy m (</) (4.1)
where I 7 (?) =  fH%{q)
■.M-1Ì9)l N (?)
H ^ t{q)] and Dm(9) =  [D' fq) ■ • • D% {q)]1. Letting r[9) = 
N o{q) ... n m - itoli ; and ¿(g) =  mai(Do(9)- • •DM- l(9)),
the received signal vector X; 
can be defined as
(</) _ X,0(<7) m- iU)
x (9} =  r,(9)D {9) +  N,(9)
with all the frequency bins
(4.2)
Let r ■ ■ ■ h°'Nt^  ■ ■ ■ denote the CIR vector of length
Nt(N +  1), with respect to the ¿th receive antenna. Define F =  |f 0 • • • F M_1], 
where Fm =  mat(Om- ■ -Om) is an Nt(N +  l)x iV t block Toeplitz matrix with 
O m  =  j’e-j'27r0m/M.. _ Thus, can be expressed as:
TU) =  T(9)f (4.3)
Then
x (q) =  T(?)f fjte) +  N (9) (4.4)
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4.1.1 LMS Unstructured Channel Estimation (LMS-UCE)
LMS-UCE channel estimation aims to minimise
J(fS9)) =  E {||X[9) -  r ^ D ^ H 2} {l =  1, ■ ■ ■, Nr) (4.5)
with respect to f  that is the estimate of . This produces
f\q) =  f  \q- 1] +  ne\q)i ) {q)H (4.6)
where fj, is the step size, and
e\q) = X {q) -  i f  _1)D (9) (4.7)
4.1.2 RLS Unstructured Channel Estimation (RLS-UCE)
RLS-UCE aims at minimising the cost function
J ( f f }) -  ¿ A ^ H X i 0 -  =  1, • • -,Nr) (4.8)
¿= 0
with respect to T\q\ where A is the forgetting factor, r f  is updated by the 
recursive equation
f  ¡q) =  i f  _1) +  ei9)D (9)i/G (,) (4.9)
where e f  is defined in (4.7), and
G (9) =  DIAG ( G o{q) ■ ■ ■ G M~l[q) (4.10)
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is a block diagonal matrix with G m^  is given by
qto(s) _
gm (?)
A +  G m^ wS m (9)D m (<?)
(4.11)
where Sm^  satisfies the followingC recursion
gm(<7+l) _  _  £ )  " * ( < ? ) ( 4 -1 2 )
Note that G m^  and Sm^  are independent of index l, implying that they are the 
same for all the receive antennas.
4.1.3 LMS Structured Channel Estimation (LMS-SCE)
The cost function of LMS-SCE is given by
J(r\q)) =  E {||X[9) -  r z(9)FD^||2} (Z =  1, • • •, Nr) (4.13)
with respect to t [^ that is the estimate of . This produces
t \9) = t ¡9-1) +  / ¿ e ^ D ^ F "  (4.14)
4.1.4 RLS Structured Channel Estimation (RLS-SCE)
The objective of RLS-SCE is to minimise the cost function
J(t\q)) =  ¿ A 9- l ||Xz(i) -  f i 9)F D « f ( /  =  1,- ■ - }Nr) (4.15)
This requires prohibitive complexity as no recursion can be used to compute the 
inverse of a matrix. However, RLS-SCE will be investigated in Section 4.2 as
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a part of TRLS-SCE channel estimation, which helps improved the convergence 
speed.
The channel estimation accuracy can be measured by the normalised MSE 
between the channel frequency response and its estimate for each block, 
expressed as:
M SE {q) = E û t E\\t\9) -  T
(<?) 1(9)1
iJVr Z7>||Tl(9)Ei=i £||r;
(4.16)
4.1.5 Complexity Analysis
Table 4.1: Complexity of Hard-Input Adaptive Channel Estimation for TSFE 
per Iteration________________________________________________________________
Channel estimation Symbolic complexity 
Ci = 0.5NtM(log2M)
Normalised complexity 
Nt =  Nr =  4, M =  64
LMS-UCE Ci +  2NtNrM 1
RLS-UCE Ci +  2 NtNrM + N*M 
+N?NrM  +  3 N?M  +  NtM
5.1
LMS-SCE Ci +  2 NtNrM +  2NrCi 3.2
The complexity required by the hard-input channel estimation is investigated. 
The complexity of LMS-UCE, RLS-UCE and LMS-SCE for each iteration is 
shown in Table 4.1, both symbolically and numerically (with Nt = Nr = 4 an­
tennas and a block size of M  =  64). It can be seen that LMS-UCE requires the 
least complexity and RLS-UCE requires the most complexity.
4.2 Soft-Input Iterative (Turbo) Channel Esti­
mation
This section investigates adaptive soft-input iterative (Turbo) frequency-domain 
channel estimation for MIMO SC-FDE, which is an extension of hard-input itera­
tive channel estimation in Section 4.1. Compared to Turbo time-domain channel
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estimation [57] which is performed on each symbol, the proposed Turbo frequency- 
domain channel estimation is performed on each block, and its complexity for each 
block is comparable to the complexity of the former algorithm for each symbol, 
thanks to the FFT and IFFT. Compared to Turbo frequency-domain channel 
estimation for MC systems [66], the proposed channel estimation scheme for SC 
systems is performed on each independent block instead of hundreds of blocks. 
Therefore, the proposed Turbo frequency-domain channel estimation for SC sys­
tems requires a much lower complexity than both Turbo time-domain channel 
estimation [57] and Turbo frequency-domain channel estimation for MC systems
[66]. It is also incorporated with a low complexity oversampled TSFE structure, 
where oversampling of the received signals is employed to prevent the loss of useful 
energy. The complexity of TSFE increases linearly with the number of samples 
per block, and is much lower than the complexities of TTDE [47] and FD-TLE
[60], which increase nonlinearly with the number of samples per block. In par­
ticular, a simplified TRLS-SCE channel estimation algorithm is proposed, which 
provides nearly the same performance as TRLS-SCE, with a tremendous com­
plexity reduction. In the scenario of PSK modulations, the simplified TRLS-SCE 
requires the same complexity as TLMS-SCE. The simplified TRLS-SCE requires 
a low training overhead to achieve a performance comparable to the case with 
perfect CSI.
The proposes adaptive Turbo frequency-domain channel estimation is incor­
porated with the oversampled TSFE in Chapter 3. All the elements perform 
in the frequency domain. Assume that each data frame consists of a training 
sequence of nTrain blocks and a data sequence of nData blocks, and all blocks 
are synchronised. The receiver first operates in the training mode to obtain the 
initial channel estimates. Letting q denote the block index, in the code-aided
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channel estimation mode, Turbo channel estimation is based on the soft decisions 
E(D™^) on the LLRs of signals from each iteration, and the estimates are passed 
to the next iteration of TSFE.
Define = ->0 (9 ) rJV,M-l(9)l where r r (9) =  ■ ■ ■ Hfi,®] {I =
1, ■ ■ ■, Nr]m =  0, — 1) denotes the channel frequency response vector
with respect to the Zth receive antenna and the rath frequency bin that consists
h o (?) h Ns(N+ l ) - l ( 9 ) '
n lNt ' ' ' rllNt
of elements from all transmit antennas. Let =  hQLl^  ■ ■ ■ . . .
denote the CIR vector of length NtNs(N +  1), with 
respect to the Zth receive antenna. Also define F =  Jf ° ■ • ■ , where
F m =  rnat{Om- - ■Om) is an NtNs(N +  l)xAIt block Toeplitz matrix with O m = 
j^e-j27r0m/(wsM ).. .e-j'27r[Ns(Jv+i)-i]m/(NsM)j _ Thus, can be expressed as:
T[q) = T\q) F (4.17)
Let =  mat(Do{q) ■ ■-D\NSM - 1(9) ), where D m(<?) =  [D™{q) ■ ■ ■ D ^ }q)f , x\q)
X 0( 9) , N\q) = N o(9) . . .  Al,NSM - 1(9) Then, it is obtained that
x (9} =  T(9 )fD (9) +  N,(9) (4.18)
The channel estimation accuracy can be measured by (4.16).
4.2.1 Turbo LMS Structured Channel Estimation (TLMS- 
SCE)
TLMS-SCE channel estimation is first investigated, which is an extension of the 
hard-input LMS-SCE channel estimation in the last section. In the training mode,
TLMS-SCE channel estimation is to minimise:
J(f|9)) =  E {  ||Xi9) -  r ^ F D ^ H 2} (l =  1, • • •, Nr) (4.19)
with respect to f that is the estimate of . This produces
t \q) =  (4.20)
where \i is the step size, and
e\q) =  x\q) -  r|9-1)F D (<?) (4.21)
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In the code-aided channel estimation mode, the cost function is still given by 
(4.19) and its solution is given by:
t \9) =  r\q~1) +  /j,e\q) E (D iq))HFH (4.22)
where F (D ^ )  -  mat(E(D o(?))- ■ ■E(DNsM~l('q'>)) with E{D m(,)) -  [£(£>™(i?)) ■ ■ ■ 
E(D ’p}t g^'>)] , and e i s  given by
e\q) =  X\q) -  f|<i_1)F F (D ((,)) (4.23)
4.2.2 Turbo RLS Structured Channel Estimation (TRLS- 
SCE)
To enhance the convergence behavior of channel estimation, TRLS-SCE channel 
estimation is investigated, which aims to minimise the following cost function in
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the training mode:
J ( f ;(<ï)) =  -  f i 9)F D (i)||2(/ =  1,- ■ -,N r) (4.24)
4=1
with respect to f\q\ A denotes the forgetting factor. The solution to r\q^ is given 
by
f\q) =  (4.25)
where
H
^ i9) =  +  F D (<?)x [ <?)
H
(4.26)
(4.27)
In the code-aided channel estmation mode, the cost function is given by
J(r\q)) =  ¿ A ^ E j l l x j 0 - f [ 9)F D {i)||2}( /  =  !,•••,Nr) (4.28)
1= 1
The solution to r is still given by (4.25) with
$(</) =  +  f E (D (,)D (9)" )  Fh (4.29)
Tf\q) = AT,[9_1) + F (D(<?)D(9)i/) F ^ fi(9_1)"  + F(D(9))e;(i?)Hj (4.30)
The derivation of TRLS-SCE channel estimation in the code-aided channel 
estimation mode is shown in the Appendix D.
The above TRLS-SCE channel estimation can be simplified by assuming that 
E (D ^ D ^ )" )  in (4.29) and (4.30) is a diagonal matrix, since the off-diagonal 
elements in E average out to zero so long as A is close to 1 [57]. In
the scenario of PSK modulations, E ^D ^ D (9)W) ~  MIyvsjvtM, regardless of the
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LLRs. Hence, (4.29) and (4.30) respectively reduce to:
* {q) -  ~ f r T lNsNt(N+1i (4'31)
<S>\g) ~  ATf\g~l) +  F (M F HTif - l)H +  £?(D(9))ei(,)" j  (4.32)
Using (4.25), (4.31) and (4.32), it is found that
r  {1 ] = T[r l) +  O iq))HFH (4.33)
Comparing (4.22) with (4.33), it can be deduced that with PSI< modulations the 
simplified TRLS-SCE channel estimation reduces to TLMS-SCE channel estima­
tion. For non-PSK modulations, E does not hold any
more, however, the assumption that E ^ D ^ D ^ 77) is a diagonal matrix still helps 
reduce the complexity of TRLS-SCE channel estimation.
4.2.3 Complexity Analysis
The normalised complexity of the proposed simplified TRLS-SCE channel esti­
mation (which is equivalent to TLMS-SCE channel estimation in the code-aided 
channel estimation mode) in terms of the number of complex multiplications used 
for a data frame (which accounts for the training mode and code-aided channel 
estimation mode) is demonstrated, compared to the complexities of the standard 
TRLS-SCE channel estimation. The updates of 4»^ in (4.29) and \I>^  in (4.30) 
account for the most complexity of the TRLS-SCE channel estimation. Compared 
to standard TRLS-SCE channel estimation whose complexity is on the order of 
M 3, the simplified TRLS-SCE channel estimation has a complexity on the order 
of M  due to the assumption that E in (4.29) and (4.30) is diagonal.
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It is demonstrated that the simplified TRLS-SCE channel estimation achieves a 
complexity reduction of 33 times over TRLS-SCE channel estimation.
4.3 Kalman Filtering based Turbo Channel Es­
timation
This section investigates adaptive Turbo channel estimation for MIMO SC-FDE 
systems, based on the Kalman filtering and NRLS criteria. Two types of channel 
estimation schemes are proposed under each criterion: 1) UCE which operates 
on each frequency bin independently; 2) SCE which exploits the correlation be­
tween adjacent frequency bins. This work is different in three aspects. Firstly, to 
the best of the knowledge, this is the first work to investigate the Kalman based 
Turbo channel estimation for SC-FDE systems using the wide-sense stationary 
(WSS) uncorrelated scattering (US) channel model. Secondly, the NRLS based 
Turbo channel estimation schemes are developed for channels where the state 
space model for Turbo Kalman channel estimation is not guaranteed. Thirdly, 
a MIMO SC-FDE system is considered, where the proposed Turbo channel es­
timation schemes are incorporated with low complexity Turbo space-frequency 
equalisation (TSFE) [61]. Simulation results show that the Turbo SCE schemes 
provide a better BER performance than their Turbo UCE counterparts, and a 
close performance to the case with perfect CSI. This section provides an intensive 
performance analysis of the Turbo SCE schemes in terms of the MSE, which is 
a good match with the numerical results. The impacts of Doppler spreads, RMS 
delay spreads and SNRs on the performance of the Turbo SCE schemes are also 
shown in simulation results.
This section first proposes Turbo Kalman channel estimation and Turbo NRLS
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channel estimation, each of which include UCE and SCE. In particular, the per­
formance analysis of SCE is provided, since the SCE schemes outperform their 
UCE counterparts.
4.3.1 Turbo Kalman Channel Estimation
This section proposes Turbo channel estimation based on the Kalman filtering 
criterion, where two channel estimation schemes, UCE and SCE are proposed. 
UCE only estimates the channel response on each frequency bin independently, 
and SCE estimates the time-domain CIR which exploits the inherent correlation 
between adjacent frequency bins. The Turbo UCE and SCE schemes require a 
comparable complexity.
A training sequence of nTrain blocks and a data sequence of nData blocks 
constitute a frame, and all blocks are assumed synchronous. The receiver first 
operates in the training mode to obtain the initial channel estimates. Letting 
q denote the block index, in the code-aided channel estimation mode, Turbo 
channel estimation is performed by using the soft decisions E (D ^ q')) on the 
LLRs of signals from each iteration, and the estimates are passed to the next 
iteration of TSFE.
The notations in Section 4.1 are kept to derive the proposed channel estima­
tion schemes.
Corresponding to the frequency-domain received signal vector in (4.2),
the time-domain vector counterpart x («) _ „o(<?) 1 (</) is given by
4?) =  +  n\q^ (4.34)
where =  d° • • • djoOj) j m - i W with d*^ = d\~N{q) ■ ■ ■ d\w ■ ■ ■ d(9) ì- nU)'Nt ■■dNt ( 9 )
H
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and = n,0( 9) ■ nM - 1( 9)  i
4.3.1.1 T urbo K alm an U nstructured Channel Estim ation (T K -U C E )
TK-UCE is constructed based on the following frequency-domain state space 
model:
r ( 9 )  =  +  a (9 )  (4.35)
where Q ¡(1 =  l,---,jV ,.) denotes the frequency-domain state transition matrix 
of size NtM x N tM  with respect to the Zth (l =  1, • • • , Nr) receive antenna, and 
A {q) of size 1 xNtM  denotes the frequency-domain noise vector with a zero mean 
and the auto-correlation matrix V / =  E ^A[^ A A s s u m i n g  no correlation 
between adjacent frequency bins of the channel response, both Q; and V / become 
diagonal.
In the code-aided channel estimation mode, D ^ q\n =  1, • • •, Nt\m =  0, • • •, M — 
1 ) is regarded as the noisy observation of E {D ^ q'>), i.e.,
£,m(9) =  E{D™’[q)) +  q™(<,) (4.36)
where 7 ™^ denotes the noise with a zero mean and a variance of YiLo1 ■ 
Substituting (4.36) into (4.2) yields
X\q) =  T\q)E (D {q)) +  G,(,) (4.37)
g [9) =  r } 9)7 (9) +  n [(9) (4.38)
where G (9)i qoU) GÎ
M —l  (9) denotes the frequency-domain colored noise vec- 
0(9).. .7 m -  1 (9)^ with 7 m(9) =  J7m(9).. and E(D<9)) =
mat{E(D o(9))- • -E (D M- l(9))) with E{Dm{q)) = [E (D ^ q)] ■ ■ ■ E { D ^ q))]T.
tor, 7 ^  =  mat{7 ' • • - 7
Let c™^(i =  1, •' • i Nr\m =  0, • • •, M — 1) denote the variance of G f1^ , which 
is given by
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ci =  t r +  MNo (4.39)
After some mathematical derivation, the covariance matrix C ;(<7) of the frequency- 
domain noise vector G is expressed as:
C P  = diag ( c ? q) ■ ■ ■ c F - llq))  (4.40)
To obtain E (m =  0, • • •, M  -  1) in (4.39), the diagonal matrix
Z =  E r\q)^ J is first computed, where the off-diagonal elements are zero 
under the assumption that no correlation between adjacent frequency bins of the 
channel response. Due to the fact that both Q; and V ; are diagonal matrices, 
is given by
rr(q) (  [ "V (] l , lz' = Mî^[âi! Wi N tM ,N tM[ Q l ] l , l  1 ~ [ Q l ] N t M ,N tM (4.41)
Then, E T]n^ j  _  q, . . . ,  M  — 1) of size Nty*Nt can be found on the
main diagonal in the order of subcarriers.
TK-UCE employs the following recursion to produce the optimal channel 
estimate with respect to the Zth (l =  1, • ■ • ,7V,.) receive antenna, based on the 
MMSE criterion:
fTzl<?-i) =  j,(9 -ik -i)Q i (4.42)
E,(,l,-1) =  X[g) -  f i9k“1)E(D(9)) (4.43)
p(9k-D =  Q H p(9-ik-i)Q j +  Vj (4.44)
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k [9) =  [£ (D (,))* P i,l9-1)£ (D (9)) +  C ^ ] -1 E (D (9))/ /P[9|9_1) (4.45)
f j 9l,) =  f  i9,9-1) +  e |9|9_1)k }9) (4.46)
p(9l</) =  p (g|g—i) _  £(£)(«) )k <9)] (4.47)
where f [ 9^  denotes the MMSE estimate of given {X °  • • • X )}, and P [9^  =  
E S[9'1^  with S[9^  =  T\q) — f  |9^  denoting the frequency-domain channel
estimation error, and denotes the frequency-domain Kalman gain matrix. 
p jgk -1) anc| p(d<7) are referre(j to as the prediction error-covariance matrix and 
filtering error-covariance matrix in the frequency domain, respectively.
4.3.1.2 Turbo K alm an Structured Channel E stim ation (T K -S C E )
Compared with the assumption of no correlation between adjacent frequency bins 
in the channel response for TK-UCE, TK-SCE only assumes that each channel 
tap of the time-domain channel impulse response is an uncorrelated WSS random 
process, which preserves the correlation across the frequency bins.
TK-SCE is constructed using the following time-domain state space model:
T,“  = ri’ -'lq, + i “  (4.48)
where q ;(/ =  1, • • • ,Nr) denotes the time-domain state transition matrix of size 
Nt(N +  l)x jV t(jV +  1) with respect tothe Ith (l =  1, • • • ,Nr) receive antenna, 
and < 5 of size lx N t(N +  1) denotes the AWGN vector with the auto-correlation 
matrix v/ =  E (^5^ S\q^ . Assuming that each channel tap is an uncorrelated 
WSS random process that yields the WSSUS model [67], both q; and v; become 
diagonal.
In the code-aided channel estimation mode, d]}q\n =  !,•••, Nt\i =  0, • • •, M —
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1) is regarded as the noisy observation of i.e.,
< (9) =A‘n(9) + ^ n (,) (4-49)
where the noise has a zero mean and a variance of . Substituting (4.49) 
into (4.34) yields
x|9) =  r [q)E( d<*>) +  g [q) (4.50)
(?) (<?)l(9) , (9)si =  Ti 4> +  w (4.51)
where M—1(9)' ■ 9i denotes the time-domain colored noise vector,
/ (d<«>) =  [e 'doM) ■ ■ ■ E (d M- l(9))] with E (d î(9)) = ,a- n ( 9) An ■ ,,i-N(q)' AWt
•••Mwt(9)] 7/,and &iq) =  0 O(9) •••0M- l(9)j with cpM  = 9i p\M ■ ■
jA-nM
' YNi
Then, the covariance matrix of the time-domain noise vector is ex­
pressed as:
r!'4 =  diag (4.52)
where
= tr diag ì- nU) ì  0?) JNt JNt
(9)\ „(9) +  Nn (4.53)
with z ^  =  E r ['4J . The off-diagonal elements of z[4 are zero under the
WSSUS channel model. Since both q* and v ; are diagonal matrices, z i s  given
by
> )zi ■ diag
1 -  M [(l i ]w t(Af+l)1Ait( iV + l) /
(4.54)
With the time-domain state space model in (4.48), TK-SCE employs the 
following recursion to produce the optimal channel estimate with respect to the
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Zth (/ =  !,•••, Nr) receive antenna:
k-D = (4.55)
e (d</-i) =  x (9) _  r ^ q- l)E{d (9>) (4.56)
P; - q f P i  q i + vl (4.57)
k[9) =  E(d{q)) +  r[f/)] _1 E( d{q))Hp ;(9l9~1) (4.58)
D qM _  - (?|9-1) 1 _(<?l<7-l)l,(<7) Tl — Tl +  ei Kl (4.59)
p (dU =  p (,k-D [iNt{N+l) _  £(d<*>)ki9)] (4.60)
where denotes the MMSE estimate of r ^  given { x ° - - - x j } ,  k[9^ denotes 
the time-domain Kalman gain matrix, and =  E ^sj9^  s|9^  with s(9^  =  
T[q'> ~ r [ 9^  denoting the time-domain channel estimation error. p(9'9-1  ^ and p[9^
denote the time-domain prediction error-covariance matrix and filtering error- 
covariance matrix, respectively.
For both TK-UCE and TK-SCE, vln{q) > 0(n =  1, • • ■ , JVt; i =  0, • ■ ■, M  — 1), 
the variance of the colored noise on each subcarrier or each symbol), is taken 
into account while calculating the Kalman gain. Thus, the innovation process of 
TK-UCE and TK-SCE implicates the consideration of the likelihood information 
of the data, which helps limit the error propagation during the channel estima­
tion. When the hard-input Kalman UCE or hard-input Kalman SCE is applied, 
i.e., v =  0(n =  1, • • •, Nt\m =  0, ■ • ■, M  — 1), the influence of the likelihood 
information of the data on the channel estimate is excluded.
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4.3.2 Turbo NRLS Channel Estimation
This section proposes Turbo NRLS based channel estimation schemes to address 
channels where the state space model in (4.35) or (4.48) is not guaranteed. Fol­
lowing the transformation rule from the Kalman Liter to the RLS filter [48], this 
section derives Turbo NRLS unstructured channel estimation (TNRLS-UCE) and 
Turbo NRLS structured channel estimation (TNRLS-SCE) schemes based on the 
results of Turbo Kalman channel estimation in Subsection 4.3.1.
4.3.2.1 Turbo NRLS Unstructured Channel Estimation (TNRLS-UCE)
In the code-aided channel estimation mode, TNRLS-UCE aims to minimise
(</)\ _
tr
¿ = 1
(x|° -  r^ E Ç D ^ H ' x i 0 t\q)E(f)W
tr (C f)
(1 =  1, .Nr (4.61)
with respect to t\q'> that is the estimate of T[q\ Both the forgetting factor A and 
C|  ^ determine the weighting of the recent data. The frequency-domain solution 
to f  \q^ is given by the following recursion:
E|9) =  X j9) -  f ^ E C D ^ )  (4.62)
K|9) = [E(D(9))HPi(9" 1)E(D(^ ) + AC[9)]_1 E(D(9))7îPÎ<7“1) (4.63)
f  [q) =  Î f _1) + e [9)k £9) (4.64)
p L) = 1 pL-D [IjV(M _  £(D(*))K fc>] (4.65)
where P ^  =  E ^S[^ s|9^  with s [9^ =  — t\q'1. Due to no guarantee of the
assumption that no correlation between adjacent frequency bins of the channel
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response, that determines can not be computed as in (4.41). Therefore, 
is approximated by
Z(<?)l
p(ty-l)w p(<7—1) ^  p(g—1) (4.66)
4.3.2.2 Turbo NRLS Structured Channel Estimation (TNRLS-SCE)
In the code-aided channel estimation mode, TNRLS-SCE aims to minimise
q tr '*> -  i f  >E(d<‘>))" ( x f  -  f l ’ >E(d<‘>))
i= 1 tr ( T )
(I = !,■■■, Nr) (4.67)
with respect to r\q^ that is the estimate of r [q\ Both the forgetting factor A and 
rj^ determine the weighting of the recent data. The time-domain solution to r  
is given by the following recursion:
e\q) =  x\q) -  T{q~l)E{d(<?)) (4.68)
k f  = [E(d(,))"p l(," 1,£(dw) + A rf]“1 Ê(dM)i'pj,_1> (4.69)
f P  =  fi« -’>+ e<” k f  (4.70)
pW = l p(,-D [Iwi(„ +1) _  ß (aW)kf] (4.71)
where =  E with — r\q\ Due to no guarantee of the
WSSUS channel model in practical environments, z f 1 that determines r|  ^ can 
not be computed as in (4.54). Therefore, zj9^  is approximated by
(g)  ^  ~(<7- , ( 9 - 1 )zi ~  Ti Ti +  Pi (4.72)
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In the cases of TNRLS-UCE and TNRLS-SCE, the noise variance changes in 
each block, while it is assumed to be constant over a block in the conventional 
hard-input channel estimation.
4.3.3 Performance Analysis
An intensive performance analysis for Kalman based Turbo channel estimation in 
terms of the MSE of the channel estimate is provided. The analysis focus is the 
Turbo SCE schemes, since they outperform their Turbo UCE counterparts and 
provide a close performance to the case with perfect CSI as shown by simulation 
results.
Without loss of generality, this section assumes QPSK modulation. A rea­
sonable approximation of evaluating the MSE is to consider and are 
diagonal, due to the uncorrelation between different channel taps. It should be 
noted that the dependence of the channel observations should be avoided through­
out the analysis, since the analytical calculation of the MSE depends on random 
LLRs of code bits, instead of deterministic LLRs of code bits. The MSE of 
TK-SCE is first calculated, then TNRLS-SCE.
The probability density function (pdf) of a Gaussian random variable y with 
a mean of a and a variance of b is given by
Since each input LLR to the channel estimator can be modeled as an independent 
identical distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian random variable with mean ±a (a > 0) and
(4.73)
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variance 2a [8, 68], the pdf of each LLR, denoted by /¿ (y ), can be modeled as
M v ) = \ f  (y; a, 2a) +  (y; -a , 2a) (4.74)
where 0 and 1 are assumed be to equally likely in the code sequence and the 
reliability of LLRs are closely related to a. For each data block, Gaussian LLRs 
of code bits with mean ± a  and variance 2a in (4.74) are generated and then fed 
to the channel estimator. fTn(n =  1, • • •, Nt\i — 0, • • •, M  — 1) are regarded as 
random variables with the Gaussian distribution of input LLRs to the channel 
estimator. Let Ei{.) denote the expectation subject to the distribution of input 
LLRs.
4.3.3.1 M SE ofT K -SC E
From (4.57), (4.58) and (4.60), it is found that
E ( [ P i * " l j  = ([pG ^ ’U  M L  + H u  <«5)
M [ P * U  = ( N * _1l J  ( ' ([p! * “ 1 J )  (4-76)
where related to the transition from Ex to El  ^[pj9^ ] fc
needs to be computed for each block to accomplish the recursion of El  ^jp[9^  j k 
which represents the mean of [p|9^ ]fcfc- The recursive computation of ufy is de­
rived in Appendix B.
In general, if an S-ary modulation scheme is employed, the calculation of 
u\q)k requires a log2 (S)-dimension integration. Based on (4.75), (4.76) and taking 
E l ( [p !°|0)] fc J  =  [p!°|0)] fcfc> the analytical MSE ([p,(9l,)] fc J  can be com-
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puted recursively. The average MSE at the gth block for TK-SCE is given by
Aik)
J T K - S C E
2 N r N t ( N + 1)
K N ,(n  + 1) S S El « H * (4.77)
In particular, J ^ k - s c e  represents the initial MSE for TK-SCE. The numerical 
MSE of TK-SCE is calculated as
f(g|<?)
J T K - S C E
1
NrNt(N +  1)
N,. N t ( N + 1)
E E n ,1=1 k=1 (4.78)
which is compared with the analytical MSE in (4.77) to demonstrate the accuracy 
of the performance analysis in Section 4.4.
In comparison, the numerical time-domain MSE of TK-UCE is given by
f(<7b) _
" T K —UCE —
1
NrNt(N + l)
Nr Nt{N- ( -1)
E E [FPi^ ’F"
¿=1 k=l k}k
(4.79)
4.3.3.2 MSE of TNRLS-SCE
It is found from (4.69) and (4.71) that
^  (h(,’U  = ^  ( H I  J  0 -  ([pH  J  ) <«°>
where 9 $  needs to be computed for each block to accomplish the recursive com­
putation of El Q p[^ ]fcfc^ > which represents the mean of [p ^ ]A k- The recursive 
computation of dfy is derived as in Appendix C.
Based on (4.80) and taking El ([Pi°^]fcfc)  =  [p ^ ] fcfc> t i^e recursive compu­
tation of El ([P i^ ]fcfe)  can he achieved. The average MSE at the gth block for
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TNRLS-SCE is denoted by
7(9)JTNRLS-SCE
Nr Nt(N+1)
£  £  E lNrNt( N + l ) &  fct i Pi
(9 )
k,k
(4.81)
In particular, the initial MSE for TNRLS-SCE is given by Jtnrls- sce- The 
numerical MSE can also be obtained by
7(9)JTN RLS—SCE
Nr Nt{N+1)
NrN,(N + 1 ) §  § Pi
(9 )
k,k
(4.82)
For the purpose of comparison, the numerical MSE of TNRLS-UCE in the 
time-domain is given by
7(9)JTNRLS-UCE
1
NrNt{N +  1)
Nr Nt{N +1)
£  £
/=i /t= 1
(4.83)
4.4 Simulation
4.4.1 Simulation Setup
Simulations were carried out to determine the performance of the proposed it­
erative channel estimation schemes. A MIMO system with Nt = 4 transmit 
antennas and Nr =  4 receive antennas is considered. The ECC bits are gener­
ated using a rate 1/2, memory Mc =  2 terminated RSC encoder with generator 
(1 +  D +  D 2, 1 +  D2). Both the transmit and receive filters use a raised-cosine 
pulse with a roll-off factor of 0.35. The SNR is defined as the spatial average ratio 
of the signal power to noise power. The physical channel is modeled by following 
the exponential power delay profile [65]. Each channel path is generated using 
the 100th order autoregressive (AR) state space model [69] which provides a good
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QPSK,N=4,Nr=4,N=6,c=1.25T
Figure 4.1: Performance of adaptive TSFE with Nt =  4 transmit antennas, Nr = 
4 receive antennas, RMS delay a =  1.25 T, and f^T =  1/25000.
approximation of the Rayleigh fading channel. All the channel taps are mutu­
ally independent, and follow a Gaussian Doppler spectrum [70]. The channel is 
assumed to be block fading, i.e., the CSI is constant over a block.
Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 demonstrate the performance of the hard-input 
iterative channel estimation incorporated with the symbol-spaced TSFE. With 
a symbol rate of 1.25 M-Baud, a default RMS delay spread of a =  1 /is (i.e., 
a =  1.25 T) is used. Each data block contains M  =  64 symbols.
Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 show the performance of TRLS-SCE channel esti­
mation. The symbol rate is 5 M-Baud, and the RMS delay spread is a =  1 ¡j,s
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QPSK,Nt=4,N=4,N=6,G=1.25T
Figure 4.2: Performance of adaptive TSFE with Nt =  4 transmit antennas, Nr =  
4 receive antennas, RMS delay a — 1.25 T, and f^T — 1/6250.
(i.e., a =  5 T). A sampling rate of Ns =  2 (i.e., 2 samples per symbol period) 
and a block size of M  =  128 employed.
The performance of the Kalman based Turbo channel estimation is demon­
strated in Figure 4.5-4.12. For Turbo Kalman and Turbo NRLS channel estima­
tion, there is the following setup. Given a Doppler spread fd, Q; =  Jo(27r/dT)Ijv(M 
in (4.35) and q; =  J0(2tt fdT)I^pj+i) in (4.48) are applied to TK-UCE and 
TK-SCE, respectively. At Doppler spread fd =  50 Hz (i.e., ¡¿T  =  10-5), 
V i =  2x 10-4INtM and v/ =  2x IO ^Ia^ jv+i) are used to optimise the performance 
of TK-UCE and TK-SCE respectively, and both TNRLS-UCE and TNRLS-SCE
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Figure 4.3: Performance of adaptive Turbo frequency-domain channel estimation 
based oversampled TSFE with M  =  128 symbols per block, Ns =  2 samples per 
symbol period, Nt =  4 transmit antennas, Nr =  4 receive antennas, RMS delay 
a =  5 T  and Doppler spread fd =  200 Hz.
are configured with a forgetting factor of A =  0.985. At Doppler spread fd =  200 
Hz (he., f dT  =  4 x 10~5), the forgetting factor of A =  0.955 is configured for both 
TNRLS-UCE and TNRLS-SCE, and V, =  2xlO~3l NlM and v, =  2x 10-5Iyvt(/v+i) 
are chosen for TK-UCE and TK-SCE, respectively.
4.4.2 Simulation Results
The performance of TSFE over time-varying channels, employing the hard-input 
adaptive channel estimation methods, is first investigated in Figure 4.1 and Figure
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QPSK,M=128,N =2,N =4,N =4,N=25,a=5T,SNR=5dB,f =200Hz s t r d
Figure 4.4: Learning curves of adaptive Turbo frequency-domain channel estima­
tion with M  =  128 symbols per block, 5 iterations, Ns =  2 samples per symbol 
period, Nt =  4 transmit antennas, Nr =  4 receive antennas, SNR =  5 dB, RMS 
delay a =  5 T and Doppler spread fd =  200 Hz.
4.2. The Doppler spreads are fd =  50 Hz and 200 Hz, which correspond to the 
Doppler spreads normalised to the symbol rate as fdT =  1/25000 and fdT =  
1/6250, respectively. Each data frame consists of a training sequence of nTrain 
blocks and a data sequence of nData blocks. Figure 4.1 shows the performance of 
TSFE based on LMS-UCE (with nTrain =  100, nData =  600 and fj, =  3 x 10-4 ), 
RLS-UCE (nTrain =  45, nData =  600 and A =  0.99) and LMS-SCE (with 
nTrain =  40, nData =  600 and n =  1.8 x 10-5) at a moderate Doppler spread 
of fdT =  1/25000, compared to the perfect CSI case. LMS-SCE can adapt to
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Figure 4.5: Performance of adaptive Turbo channel estimation based TSFE with 
M =  128 symbols per block, Nt =  4 transmit antennas, Nr =  4 receive antennas, 
RMS delay a =  5 T and Doppler spread fd =  50 Hz.
the channel variations effectively, which has an SNR penalty of only 0.5 dB at 
BER =  10-4 using 5 iterations over its perfect CSI case. Both RLS-UCE and 
LMS-UCE can track the channel variations at SNR higher than 7 dB, achieving 
the performance gaps of about 1 dB and 1.5 dB over LMS-SCE using 5 iterations 
at BER =  10~4, respectively.
At a relatively high Doppler spread /¿T  =  1/6250, Figure 4.2 demonstrates 
the performance of TSFE with LMS-SCE (with nTrain =  20, nData =  300 and 
fi =  3 x 10-5), which remains a stable performance gap of around only 1 dB 
compared to the perfect CSI case, over the SNR range from 7 dB to 10 dB.
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Figure 4.6: Performance of adaptive Turbo channel estimation based TSFE with 
M =  128 symbols per block, Nt — 4 transmit antennas, Nr =  4 receive antennas, 
RMS delay o — 5 T and Doppler spread fd =  200 Hz.
This implies the effectiveness of the LMS-SCE based TSFE in the fast fading 
environment, which utilises the fading correlation between adjacent frequency 
bins.
The second category of iterative channel estimation, TRLS-SCE, is investi­
gated in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. Figure 4.3 demonstrates the BER performance 
of the TRLS-SCE schemes incorporated with oversampled TSFE. A Doppler 
spread of fd =  200 Hz (i.e., fdT =  4 x 10~5) is assumed here. Both TRLS- 
SCE and the simplified TRLS-SCE schemes use a forgetting factor of A =  0.94, 
and nTram — 12 training blocks and nData =  300 data blocks are employed in
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QPSK,Nt=4,Nr=4,a=5T,fd=200Hz,SNR=6dB,C =32
+ TK-SCE
* TNRLS-SCE
o TK-UCE
□ TNRLS-UCE
40 60
Number of blocks
80 100
Figure 4.7: Learning curves of TSFE incorporated Turbo channel estimation 
with M =  128 symbols per block, 5 iterations, Nt =  4 transmit antennas, Nr =  4 
receive antennas, SNR =  6 dB, RMS delay a =  5 T and Doppler spread fd =  200 
Hz.
a frame, leading to a training overhead of only 3.8%. The simplified TRLS-SCE 
scheme provides nearly the same performance as TRLS-SCE, with a complexity 
reduction of around 33 times over the latter as discussed in Subsection 4.2.3. 
Compared to the case with perfect CSI, the simplified TRLS-SCE has a perfor­
mance loss of only 1 dB at BER =  10~4 with 5 iterations.
Figure 4.4 shows the convergence performance of the two RLS-SCE channel 
estimation algorithms in terms of the normalised channel estimation MSE defined 
in (4.16) versus the number of blocks. The same configuration as in Figure 4.3
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Figure 4.8: Learning curves of TK-SCE and TNRLS-SCE with M =  128 symbols 
per block, Jx k - s c e  — Jt n r l s - s c e  —  0.04, N t =  4 transmit antennas, N v =  4 
receive antennas, SNR =  4 dB, RMS delay a =  5 T and Doppler spread fd =  200 
Hz.
is employed except that SNR =  5 dB. The LMS-SCE algorithm [61] with a step 
size of T — 2 x 10~6 is used for comparison, which was proven to have a faster 
convergence speed than other frequency-domain channel estimation algorithms
[61]. TRLS-SCE estimation schemes have a higher convergence speed with only 
12 training blocks needed to achieve the steady state, while LMS-SCE [61] requires 
24 training blocks. The simplified TRLS-SCE provides nearly the same steady- 
state MSE as TRLS-SCE, which is around 4 dB lower than that achieved by
LMS-SCE.
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Figure 4.9: Learning curves of TK-SCE and TNRLS-SCE with M  =  128 symbols 
per block, Jt k - s c e  =  Jt n r l s - s c e  =  4x l0~ 4, Nt =  4 transmit antennas, Nr =  4 
receive antennas, SNR =  4 dB, RMS delay a = 5 T  and Doppler spread f d =  200 
Hz.
Finally, the performance of the Kalman based Turbo channel estimation is 
shown in Figure 4.5-4.12. Figure 4.5 demonstrates the BER performance of 
the four proposed adaptive Turbo channel estimation schemes incorporated with 
TSFE [61] at Doppler spread f d =  50 Hz (i.e., f dT =  10"5). Both TNRLS- 
SCE and TK-SCE have a low training overhead of 2.5% with nTrain =  30, and 
both TNRLS-UCE and TK-UCE require a higher training overhead of 4.1% with 
nTrain =  50. TNRLS-SCE and TK-SCE with 5 iterations have a performance 
loss of only 0.5 dB compared to the case with perfect CSI at BER =  10-4 . Us-
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Figure 4.10: Impact of different Doppler spreads over steady MSEs of TK-SCE 
and TNRLS-SCE with M  =  128 symbols per block, Nt =  4 transmit antennas, 
Nr =  4 receive antennas, SNR =  4 dB and RMS delay a =  5 T.
ing 5 iterations, the Turbo UCE schemes have a performance gap of over 1 dB 
to the case with perfect CSI, In slow fading channels the Turbo SCE schemes 
outperform the Turbo UCE schemes by around 0.7 dB.
Figure 4.6 shows the BER performance of the four channel estimators, in­
corporated with TSFE at a higher Doppler spread of fd =  200 Hz (he., fdT = 
4 x 10-5 ). The training overhead of 2.5% remains for TNRLS-SCE and TK-SCE, 
with nTrain =  15, and both TNRLS-UCE and TK-UCE have a higher training 
overhead of 4.1%, with nTrain =  25. The TNRLS-SCE scheme provides the best 
performance among all the four schemes. With 5 iterations and at BER =  10~4,
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Figure 4.11: Impact of different RMS delays over steady MSEs of TK-SCE and 
TNRLS-SCE with M  =  128 symbols per block, Nt =  4 transmit antennas, Nr =  4 
receive antennas, SNR =  4 dB and Doppler spread fd =  200 Hz.
TNRLS-SCE achieves a performance gain of around 0.3 dB over TK-SCE, and 
around 2 dB over TNRLS-UCE and TK-UCE. Compared to the case with perfect 
CSI, TNRLS-SCE with 5 iterations has a performance loss of only 0.8 dB at BER 
=  lO “ 4.
The learning curves of the proposed Turbo channel estimators at Doppler 
spread fd =  200 Hz and SNR =  6 dB are illustrated in Figure 4.7, where the 
same configuration as in Figure 4.6 is employed. The horizontal and vertical axes 
indicate the number of blocks and average MSE, respectively. Due to the existence 
of the decoder, the numerical MSEs (Jtk- uce in (4-79), Jtk- sce in (4-78),
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Figure 4.12: Impact of different SNRs over steady MSEs of TK-SCE and TNRLS- 
SCE with M — 128 symbols per block, Nt =  4 transmit antennas, Nr = 4 receive 
antennas, RMS delay a =  5 T, and Doppler spread fd =  200 Hz.
Jtnrls- uce in (4.83) and Jtnrls- sce in (4-82)) are employed. In the code- 
aided channel estimation mode, 5 iterations are used. TNRLS-SCE outperforms 
TK-SCE with a marginal MSE gain, while TNRLS-UCE and TK-UCE provide 
a close performance. Compared to the Turbo UCE schemes, the Turbo SCE 
schemes achieve a steady-state MSE of around 1.5 dB lower, with a slightly higher 
convergence speed, benefiting from the correlation between adjacent frequency 
bins.
Figures 4.8-4.12 focus on performance of the Turbo SCE schemes, since they 
outperform their Turbo UCE counterparts and provide a close performance to the
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case with perfect CSI, as shown in Figures 4.5-4.6. By generating Gaussian LLRs 
of code bits with mean ±a  and variance 2a as in (4.74) and feeding them to the 
channel estimator, the simulation eliminates the impact of Turbo equalisation on 
the performance of Turbo channel estimation, a =  1,9 are used for the absolute 
value of the mean of the input LLRs in Figures 4.8-4.12, where the accuracy 
of the performance analysis in Subsection 4.3.3 is demonstrated by the good 
match between the analytical MSEs and the numerical MSEs. The analytical 
MSEs 4 $ -  SCE in (4.77) and Jt n r .l s - s c e  in (4-81) are represented by dashed 
lines, and the numerical MSEs Jt k - s c e  in (4-78) and Jt n r l s - s c e  in (4-82) are 
denoted by solid lines.
Figure 4.8 shows the convergence behavior of TNRLS-SCE and TK-SCE in 
terms of MSE versus the number of blocks, using a rough initial MSE of channel 
estimates Jt n r l s - s c e  ~ Jt k - s c e  — 0-04. The Doppler spread is fd  =  200 Hz 
and SNR =  4 dB. With a parameter of a =  1, TNRLS-SCE and TK-SCE both 
take around 60 blocks to converge and achieve a comparable steady-state MSE 
of around 4 x 10-3 . With an increased parameter of a =  9, TNRLS-SCE and 
TK-SCE respectively require only around 40 blocks and 30 blocks to achieve the 
reduced steady-state MSEs, which are 7 x 10-4 for TNRLS-SCE and 1.1 x 10-3 
for TK-SCE. This implies that with the increase of a, the absolute value of the 
mean of the input LLRs, both TNRLS-SCE and TK-SCE achieve a lower steady- 
state MSE with a higher convergence speed. With a large valued a, TNRLS-SCE 
outperforms TK-SCE in terms of the steady-state MSE, at a moderate cost of the 
convergence speed. A similar conclusion can be drawn from Figure 4.9, which 
has the same configuration as Figure 4.8 except for a very small initial MSE 
° f  Jt n r l s - s c e  =  Jt k - s c e  =  4 x l0 -4 . In this case, the MSE increases until 
convergence. Figures 4.10-4.12 show the impact of Doppler spreads, RMS delay
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spreads and SNRs on the steady-state MSEs of the Turbo SCE schemes.
Figure 4.10 demonstrates the impact of Doppler spreads fd varying from 0 Hz 
(i.e., no Doppler effect) to 250 Hz on the steady-state MSEs of the Turbo SCE 
schemes, with SNR =  4 dB and RMS delay spread a =  5 T. The steady-state 
MSEs of TNRLS-SCE and TK-SCE both increase with the reinforcement of the 
Doppler effect. With a parameter of a =  1, TNRLS-SCE outperforms TK-SCE at 
fd < 200 Hz, and both the channel estimators achieve a comparable steady-state 
MSE under a stronger Doppler effect. With an increased parameter of a =  9, 
TNRLS-SCE achieves a lower steady-state MSE than TK-SCE at fd >  100 Hz 
and TK-SCE still outperforms TNRLS-SCE at f d < 100 Hz. This implies that 
TNRLS-SCE is more robust against medium to fast fading channels than TK- 
SCE.
In Figure 4.11, the effect of the RMS delay spreads, varying from 0 (i.e., 
flat fading channels) to 6 T (i.e., o =  1.2 ¡is), is shown, with Doppler spread 
fd — 200 Hz and SNR =  4 dB. With a parameter of a =  9, both TNRLS-SCE 
and TK-SCE are insensitive to frequency selectivity, and the former obtains a 
steady-state MSE, which is around 3 x 10-4 lower compared to the latter. With 
a decreased parameter of a =  1, TNRLS-SCE is still robust against frequency 
selective fading channels, and the steady-state MSE of TK-SCE increases with 
the increase of the RMS delay spread.
The impact of different SNRs on the steady-state MSEs of Turbo SCE is 
shown in Figure 4.12, with Doppler spread f d — 200 Hz and RMS delay spread 
o  =  5 T . The SNR ranges from 2 dB to 8 dB. TNRLS-SCE tracks channel 
variations more effectively than TK-SCE, especially at a high SNR. Only with 
low SNR < 5 dB and a =  1, TK-SCE slightly outperforms TNRLS-SCE. With an 
increased parameter of a =  9, TNRLS-SCE outperforms TK-SCE in the whole
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range of SNRs.
4.5 Summary
Two types of hard-input iterative channel estimation methods have been incorpo­
rated with TSFE, assuming uncorrelated frequency bins (for UCE) and correlated 
frequency bins (for SCE). In particular, the LMS-SCE based TSFE is effective to 
track the channel variations, with performance close to the perfect CSI case even 
in the fast fading environment. LMS-SCE also has a reasonably low complexity as 
well as the highest convergence speed among all the channel estimation methods.
One of the contributions of this chapter is to proposed adaptive TRLS-SCE 
frequency-domain channel estimation schemes for MIMO SC-FDE, incorporated 
with the low complexity TSFE. While achieving a tremendous complexity re­
duction, the simplified TRLS-SCE channel estimation provides nearly the same 
performance as TRLS-SCE channel estimation. It requires a low training over­
head below 4% to provide a performance comparable to the case with perfect CSI. 
TRLS-SCE channel estimation also outperforms the so-called LMS-SCE channel 
estimation [61] in terms of the convergence speed.
The third category of Turbo channel estimation for MIMO SC-FDE systems, 
based on the Kalman filtering and NRLS criteria, is also investigated. Under 
each criterion, a SCE scheme and a UCE scheme are proposed to update the 
channel estimate iteratively. By utilising the correlation across frequency bins, the 
Turbo SCE schemes outperform their Turbo UCE counterparts with a comparable 
complexity, and provide a performance close to the case with perfect CSI. A 
performance analysis has been provided in terms of the analytical MSEs of the 
Turbo SCE schemes, which provide a good match with the numerical results.
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With the increase of parameter a, the absolute value of the mean of the input 
LLRs to the channel estimator, both TNRLS-SCE and TK-SCE achieve a lower 
steady-state MSE with a higher convergence speed. In particular, given a large 
valued a, which is close to the practical channel model in wireless communications, 
TNRLS-SCE outperforms TK-SCE in terms of the steady-state MSE, with a wide 
range of SNRs and RMS delay spreads, and a medium to high Doppler spread.
Chapter 5
Adaptive Turbo Multiuser 
Detection and Co-Channel 
Interference Suppression for 
M IM O SC-FDM A Systems
SC-FDMA [71, 72], an evolution of OFDMA, has been proposed as a strong can­
didate for the uplink communications of future wireless systems by the Third 
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [73], due to its simplicity of implemen­
tation and robustness against highly dispersive channels. Compared to OFDMA, 
SC-FDMA has a lower PAPR [71, 74], while achieving a similar performance 
and requiring the same overall complexity. SC-FDMA can also be regarded as 
a special case of cyclic prefix code division multiple access (CP-CDMA), and 
significantly outperforms the latter at high user loads [75].
Among the little work on SC-FDMA in the literature, most has focused on 
PAPR [73 , 74 , 76] and channel-dependant scheduling [73, 76] problems. In [72],
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a multiuser SC-FDMA system was proposed, which combines FDE [6, 5] and 
iterative interference cancellation at the receiver. However, [72] did not consider 
channel coding, channel estimation and multiple antennas for each user. To the 
best of the knowledge, no work has been reported on adaptive Turbo equalisation 
and CCIS for SC-FDMA, which are practical challenges in system design.
Adaptive Turbo equalisation has been shown to be effective to combat fre­
quency selective and time-varying channels, by utilising the soft decisions on 
signals for iterative equalisation and channel estimation. Most previous work on 
adaptive Turbo equalisation focused on time-domain processing. However, the 
characteristics of SC-FDMA lead to a preference for frequency-domain processing 
due to its low complexity. In [61], a Turbo space-frequency equalisation (TSFE) 
structure was proposed for SC MIMO systems. In [58], a low complexity Turbo 
adaptive frequency-domain channel estimator was proposed. However, [61] and 
[58] were based on time-division multiple access (TDMA) systems. It was indi­
cated in [76] that SC-FDMA can perform adaptive channel estimation on each 
user’s distinct subcarrier set, which is robust against dispersive channels and has 
a low complexity. However, no implementation details were included in [58].
CCI has become an increasingly critical challenge in wireless communications. 
It was shown that Turbo equalisation is robust to CCI if the correlation matrix 
of CCI is estimated properly [77]. In [78] and [79], filters to suppress the asyn­
chronous CCI were proposed for OFDM systems. However, no work has been 
reported on CCI suppression for SC-FDMA systems. This chapter investigate an 
uplink MIMO SC-FDMA system with adaptive Turbo multiuser detection and 
CCI suppression. The work is different in that a new solution to adaptive Turbo 
channel estimation for SC-FDMA in the presence of unknown CCI is proposed, 
with multiple antennas employed for each user as well as the base station. TSFE
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram of the transmitter of user p(p =  0, • • •, P — 1) in a 
MIMO SC-FDMA system.
[61] is extended for the case of Turbo SC-FDMA in the presence of unknown CCI. 
Turbo SC-FDMA is found to significantly outperform Turbo OFDMA counter­
part especially in dispersive channels with a comparable complexity. To combat 
unknown CCI, temporal low pass smoothing and an efficient matrix decompo­
sition technique are utilised to effectively improve the accuracy in estimation of 
the spatial correlation matrix of unknown CCI plus noise. The proposed CCI 
suppression scheme, incorporated with the simplified Turbo RLS channel estima­
tion and Turbo SC-FDMA, outperforms the previously proposed CCI suppression 
scheme. In particular, the proposed CCI suppression scheme provides very close 
performance to the case with perfect CSI.
Section 5.1 first presents the system model of adaptive Turbo SC-FDMA. 
The Turbo detection and CCIS structure for SC-FDMA is proposed in Section 
5.2. Section 5.3 investigates simplified Turbo frequency-domain RLS channel 
estimation. Section 5.4 introduces estimation of spatial correlation matrix of 
unknown CCI plus noise. Simulation results are shown in Section 5.5, and the 
conclusion is drawn in Section 5.6.
5.1 System Model
An uplink MIMO SC-FDMA system with Nt transmit antennas for each of the 
P  desired users, and Nr receive antennas at the base station is considered. The
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system first considers the system without CCI, then with CCI. The block diagram 
of the transmitter of user p(p =  0, • ■ • ,P  — 1) is depicted by Figure 5.1. For 
simplicity, all users are assumed to employ the same modulation and the same 
length of bit sequences. For the pth (p =  0, • • •, P  — 1) user, the information bit 
sequence b p is encoded into an ECC sequence cp, which is then interleaved and 
passed to the modulator. The modulator maps the interleaved version of cp into 
the corresponding symbols according to the symbol alphabet a  = {a\, ■ • ■, crs}, 
where as(s — 1, • • •, S) has unit symbol energy. The modulated data sequence is 
then split into Nt transmission subsequences, each containing Ch symbols. Let 
dip n{i =  0, • • • ,Ck — 1) denote the ith symbol in a subsequence transmitted by 
the nth (n =  1, - - -, iVt) antenna. On each transmit antenna, the subsequence 
{d ;n}  is first transferred into the frequency-domain subsequence { P pnj  by Ch- 
point FFT, which is latter mapped to subcarriers. The mapped frequency-domain 
subsequence {A ”)n} has Ch non-zero elements and Ch{P — 1) zeros as follows:
where the interleaved mapping [76] is employed, which leads to the least fluc­
tuation over the time-domain transmitted signals, and more importantly avoids 
allocating adjacent subcarriers simultaneously in a deep fade to the same user.
transferred back to the time domain by ChP-point IFFT for final block transmis­
sion.
DlP,n> m = iP  + p
0, otherwise
(5.1)
The mapped frequency-domain sequence
The overall channel memory is assumed to be N, lumping the effects of the 
transmit filter, receive filter and physical channel. To implement SC-FDE, each 
block is prepended with a CP, which is the replica of the last N symbols in the
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block. The CP is discarded at the receiver to remove the inter-block interference 
and to make the channel appear to be circular. The received signals are trans­
ferred into the frequency domain by ChP-point FFT. Define X m of length Nr as 
the receive signal vector at the mth (m =  0, • ■ •, ChP — 1) subcarrier, which is 
given by
x m =  H ZAZ*  +  N m (5.2)
p = 0 n = 1
where the constant P  makes the transmitted signal unit energy, H”)n denotes 
the channel response vector at the mth subcarrier with respect to the nth (n =  
1, • • •, Nt) transmit antenna associated with the pth (p =  0, • • • , P  — 1) user, and 
N m the DFT of the AWGN with the single-sided PSD No-
According to (5.1), X m(m =  0, • • •, Ch — 1) can be associated with an inde­
pendent user. Thus, let X ”'l(m =  0, • • •, Ch — 1; (p =  0, • • •, P  — 1)) as:
X "  = i> E  H "nD” +N™ (5.3)
n —1
»here X iX P) = X” , H”  =  and N ,K J = N”p ,n
Let G™ denote the CCI plus noise vector on the mth (m =  0, • • •, Ch — 1) 
subcarrier associated with the pth (p =  0, • • • , P  — 1) user, which is modeled as 
a time-uncorrelated colored zero-mean Gaussian random process. The received 
signals with CCI can be written as:
N t
~srrnA.p p  E H”  D”  + G
?l= 1
(5.4)
As in [61], the mean plp n and variance vp n of dp n are computed based on the 
LLR:
Lp,n =  P { d p ,n ) =  Y .  a s P { d lp,n =  OLs) 
cts€OL
(5.5)
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Figure 5.2: Block diagram of the receiver with adaptive Turbo multiuser detection 
and CCI suppression.
=  Cov(<TPtni =  E I“312pK,n = as) - |Mp.,
a » e a
(5.6)
In particular, if only one user is employed in the system (i.e., P =  1), MIMO 
SC-FDMA reduces to MIMO SC-FDE as depicted in Figure 3.1, where the CCI 
is still modeled as the time-uncorrelated colored zero-mean Gaussian random 
process.
5.2 Turbo Multiuser Detection and CCI Sup­
pression
Figure 5.2 depicts the iterative receiver for MIMO SC-FDMA, where ChP subcar­
riers on each receive antenna are separated according to (5.1) before equalisation. 
Each user employs its own Turbo equaliser, adaptive Turbo channel estimator, 
and decoder to detect signals. For a particular user p(p =  0, • • • ,P  — 1), the 
frequency-domain received signals are first equalised by a low complexity block- 
wise weight vector, and the residual interference is then removed by a time- 
domain constant. The LLR estimator [61] and decoder exchange the extrinsic 
LLRs through the deinterleaver and interleaver. The estimate of the information 
bit sequence, denoted by bp, is generated by the decoder.
The block-wise TSFE in [61] is extended to the case of multiuser MIMO
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SC-FDMA in the presence of unknown CCI. The equalisation coefficients are 
determined to minimise the MSE cost function:
J:p,k (5.7)
Let Wp\ denote the length Nr weight vector for the mth (m =  1, • • • , Ch — 1) 
subcarrier at the kth (k =  1, • • •, Nt) transmit antenna of the pth (p =  0, • • •, P — 
1) user, and H™n the estimate of H™n. It can be derived that W™fc is given by
W m _p,k
R m 1 tt m
p n p,ic
1 + P(l—Vp,/c) s p C l, —1Ch l^m=0 (5.8)
where vPiU = Y^ f=o 1 vlp,n> the average variance over the block, is applied to 
reduce the computational complexity [61], and R™ is given by
R"
Nt
- p E
n = l
upinrLpinr*-pin +  K (5.9)
where A™ denotes the correlation matrix of CCI plus noise on the mth (m =  
0, • • •, Ch — 1) subcarrier.
The resulting equaliser output tT k is give by
1 Ch~l= ^  E WM
m = l
■\rm N t  .p E
n= 1
ej27rmi/Ck _|_ r
p,k (5.10)
where E ( D ( m  =  0, • • •, Ch -  1) is the DFT of iTp n, and
r P ,fc  =
p . , i  C h -1  
r°p,k ST' \TiTmH x jm
-p, krn=0
(5.11)
It is shown in Figure 5.2 that {W™fcj  (m =  0, ■ • •, Ch — T,p =  0, ■ ■ •, P  — 1) is
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employed to detect substream {dp^} (« =  0, • ■ ■, — 1) in the frequency domain.
Then, the frequency-domain equalised signals are transferred back into the time 
domain, and the residual interference is removed by adding a constant P k.
5.3 Simplified Turbo RLS Channel Estimation
The simplified RLS based Turbo channel estimation performs for each user in­
dependently. All blocks are assumed to be synchronous. The channel estimator 
first operates in the training mode as in [58]. In the code-aided channel estima­
tion mode, soft decisions on signals in each iteration are used for Turbo channel 
estimation.
Let q denote the block index. Define X j^ of size 1 x Ch as the all-subcarrier 
received signal vector at the Zth (/ =  1, ■ • • ,N r) receive antenna corresponding 
to the pth user and the corresponding noise vector. Also define Dj^ =
channel response vector at the mth subcarrier with respect to the Zth receive 
antenna. Then,
maf(D°(9)- • •Dp'l_l('?)) and rJJ =  T° L[q) ■ ■ ■ r ^ “l(,) , where D™(9) =  [d ™(<7) ■ ■ ■ 
D™Nt(q)f  and r ^ (9) =  [h ; ) ^  ■ ■ ■ HZ)NM](rn = 0, - - - ,Ch - l )  denotes the
(5.12)
(5.13)
where (p =  0, • • •, P  — 1) of size 1 x Nt(N  +  1) is the channel impulse response 
vector with respect to the Zth receive antenna, and Fp of size Nt(N  +  l )x N tCh 
is the Fourier transformation matrix corresponding to the interleaved mapping.
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The Turbo RLS channel estimator aims to minimise
J (A 1 )  =  £ { | |X<‘> -  - 1 , • • • ,« ■ , )  (5.14)
i=1
with respect to f pJ that is the estimate of r pJ. A is the forgetting factor. The 
solution to f pJ is given by
M)P,i p,t p (5.15)
where
$(") =  A ^ - 1} +  P 2FpE ( D ^ D ^ " )  F f  (5.16)
= ^ S " 1’ + P L  ( P E  ( D W " )  r j r % - A  + E(D<?>)ëÿ" ) (5.17)
where E (D ^ )  =  m at(E (D °M )- ■ -E (D ^ - lM )) with E(D™(g)) =  [E (D ^ m ) - ■ ■ 
E ( D ^ ) ] T.
e  (d ^ d ^ " )  is a diagonal matrix, since its off-diagonal elements average 
out to zero so long as A is close to 1 [58]. In the scenario of PSK modulations, 
E (D(?>Dj?>") ^C hINtCk regardless of LLRs. Thus, (5.16) and (5.17) respectively 
reduce to
-  r r T > T '  (518)
-  A ^ " 1’ + p L  ( C k P ^ r ^ M  +  E (D“ ) s j f  ) (5.19)
where ëJJ =  x j j - - P f ^_1)E ( ü ^ ) .  Using (5.18), (5.19) and (5.15), it is achieved
that
Di) _  ¿.U-1) I E (Î )^ )b Fh (F F
'  p,l ' p ,l ' p  “ p,l '  r p Vr  P c  ;C ,P
-1
(5.20)
In particular, FPF^ =  ChlNt(N+i) with the interleaved mapping as shown in (5.1).
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Therefore, (5.20) reduces to
(5.21)
Compared to the original Turbo RLS channel estimator whose complexity is on 
the order of C%, the simplified Turbo RLS channel estimator requires a much lower 
complexity on the order of Ch- What subcarrier mapping scheme is employed 
has no big impact on the overall computational complexity on the simplified RLS
5.4 Estimation of Spatial Correlation Matrix of 
Interference plus Noise
The spatial correlation matrix of interference plus noise A™(m =  0, • • •, — 1)
in (5.9) is estimated for each user independently.
5.4.1 Temporal CCI Suppression
A temporal CCI suppression (TCCIS) method is first investigated, where A ”\ 
the coarse estimate of A™, is obtained by averaging temporal samples over B 
training and data blocks [80] :
channel estimation, since (FpFp7) is off-line computation.
(5.22)
where G™ is the estimate of G™ in 5.4. G™ is given by
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in the training mode, and
Nt
P Y, H” ,-B (B "„) (5 24)
in the code-aided channel estimation mode, respectively.
5.4.2 Low-Pass CCI Suppression
The performance of TCCIS can be improved by using the correlation between 
frequency bins to refine the temporal estimate A™. This is referred to as the 
low-pass CCI suppression (LPCCIS) scheme. The tentative estimate A ”1 is first 
obtained using 5.22. It is of interest to note that the estimated auto PSD of 
signal from the ith antenna can be represented by the fth diagonal element vector 
fiPiu{p — 0, • • •, P — 1; i =  1, • • ■, Nr), which is given by
The estimated mutual PSD between signals from the ith. and jth  antenna can 
be represented by the i , j - th element vector f)pij(p =  0, • • •, P  — 1; i^ j), which is 
given by
The estimated auto PSD rjpii is transformed into the time-domain vector £pii 
and the estimated mutual PSD f]p ij is transformed into the time-domain vector 
respectively, for further processing.
Since the correlation function has the ’’ low-pass” property [78], the middle 
Ch — (2N  -t- 2) elements of and \p ij are nulled, respectively, as ¿ p ii and 
■, which are finally transformed back to the frequency domain to obtained the
(5.25)
(5.26)
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refined estimate fj u and ff u. The low-pass smoothing can be summarised as 
follows:
and
=  FL£P)ii
=  FLFH i)pii (5.27)
nPM =  FLF H nPM (5.28)
where
L =  diag(1, ■ y  , 1, 0, -■- ,0 , 1,■■■,1) (5.29)
N+1 C /, —(2jV+ 2) N+1
However, if operating the above low-pass filter on each element vector in­
dependently, the structure of the NrxN r matrix A™, which is Hermitian and 
positive definite (PD), and has Nr x (Nr +  l ) /2  parameters constrained, will be 
destroyed.
5.4.3 Cholesky Decomposition
In the area of multivariate statistics, it is a common approach to decompose 
the complicate covariance matrices into simpler components for further process­
ing. There are three popular methods to use for matrix decomposition: variance 
correlation decomposition, spectral decomposition (singular value decomposition 
(SVD)) and Cholesky decomposition. While the entries of the correlation and 
orthogonal matrices in the variance-corrleation and spectral decompositions are 
still constrained, those in the lower triangle matrix of the Cholesky decomposi­
tion are always unconstrained. As a result, it becomes a unconstrained refinement
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if smoothing the Cholesky decomposition of spatial covariances across different 
tones instead of the covariance itself, and the Hermitian and positive definite 
structure can be maintained. The low-triangle matrix of the Cholesky decom­
position provides sufficient statistics for the covariance estimation, and can be 
written as:
Â™ =  T T fli; (5.30)
where Z™ is an upper triangle matrix and is also called ’’ squareroot” of the
matrix A™. Let Çpij = (z =  l , - - - ,N r;p =  0, • • • , P
1 which is transferred into the time-domain vector M Piy. As same as the
operation on M Ptij is first low-pass filtered, and then transferred back into
the frequency domain to obtain £  ^• = where Z™ denotes
the refined estimate of Z”\ Finally the refined estimate A”1 is reconstructed as:
Â mV (5.31)
The Cholesky decomposition method has been used in [81] for simultaneous 
estimation of several covariance matrix. It was also shown that the estimation of 
a covariance matrix is equivalent to estimating a sequence of varying-coefficient 
and varying-order regression models with unconstrained coefficients.
5.5 Simulation
This section used simulation results to show performance of the proposed uplink 
SC-FDMA system. The performance of Turbo MIMO SC-FDE (the special case 
of Turbo MIMO SC-FDMA (P  =  1)) with CCI suppression is first investigated, 
then Turbo MIMO SC-FDMA with CCI suppression. Since the simplified Turbo
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RLS and the Turbo RLS channel estimators can be shown to provide very close 
performance, only the simplified Turbo RLS channel estimation incorporated with 
Turbo detection and CCIS is employed.
5.5.1 Simulation Setup
The MIMO SC-FDMA system employs P =  8 desired users, each having Nt =  4 
transmit antennas, and there are Nr =  4 receive antennas at the base station. 
Simulation chooses a rate 1/2, memory 2 recursive systematic convolutional en­
coder with generator (1 +  D +  D2, 1 +  D2). With a symbol period of T — 0.1 
¡is, each user’s overall symbol rate reaches 40 M-Baud. Each data block consists 
of Ch — 128 QPSK symbols. Both the transmit and receive filters use a raised- 
cosine pulse with a roll-off factor of 0.35. The physical channel is modeled by the 
exponential power delay profile [65] with a RMS delay spread of a =  0.5 \is (i.e., 
o  =  5 T). The overall channel is of memory N =  25. The signal-to-interference 
ratio (SIR) is defined as the ratio of each desired user’s signal power to the overall 
unknown users’ signal power. The SNR is defined as the spatial average ratio of 
the received signal power to noise power.
For the MIMO SC-FDE system, the single-user case of the MIMO SC-FDMA 
system, the configuration is the same as MIMO SC-FDMA, except that the sym­
bol period is T =  0.8 /is and the RMS delay spread is a — 1.25 T.
5.5.2 Simulation Results
5.5.2.1 Turbo MIMO SC-FDE with CCI Suppression
Figure 5.3 shows the BER performance of the adaptive TSFE with TCCIS and 
LPCCIS, compared to the case with perfect CSI. A moderate Doppler spread of
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SNR(dB)
Figure 5.3: Performance of SC-FDE with adaptive Turbo detection and CCI 
suppression with Nt =  4 transmit antennas, Nr =  4 receive antennas, SIR =  0 
dB, RMS delay a =  1.25 T, and Doppler spread fd — 50 Hz.
fd =  50 Hz and SIR =  0 dB are assumed. At this strong CCI circumstance, 
TSFE with LPCCIS outperforms TSFE with TCCIS by around 3 dB at BER= 
10-4 , using 5 iterations. LPCCIS and TCCIS with 5 iterations both provide a 
performance of over 3 dB worse than the case with perfect CSI at BER= 10-4 . 
In this case, TSFE with both LPCCIS and TCCIS are not able to benefit from 
the multiuser diversity, which is the naturally inherent characteristic to Turbo 
SC-FDMA systems.
At higher SIR =  5 dB and Doppler spread f d =  50 Hz, Figure 5.4 shows the 
performance improvement of the adaptive TSFE with CCI suppression, compared
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Figure 5.4: Performance of SC-FDE with adaptive Turbo detection and CCI 
suppression with Nt =  4 transmit antennas, Nr =  4 receive antennas, SIR =  5 
dB, RMS delay a =  1.25 T, and Doppler spread fd =  50 Hz.
to the case with perfect CSI. With the decrease of CCI and 5 iterations, the 
performance gap between LPCCIS and the case with perfect CSI is narrowed 
to around 2 dB at BER =  10~4 with no multiuser diversity available. At BER 
=  10—4, there is still a 1.5 dB performance gap between TCCIS and LPCCIS with 
5 iterations.
Figure 5.5 demonstrates the impact of higher Doppler spread fd — 200 Hz on 
the performance of the adaptive TSFE with TCCIS and LPCCIS. SIR maintains 
5 dB. Using 5 iterations and incorporated with adaptive TSFE, LPCCIS out­
performs TCCIS by around 2 dB and underperforms the case with perfect CSI
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Figure 5.5: Performance of SC-FDE with adaptive Turbo detection and CCI 
suppression with Nt =  4 transmit antennas, Nr =  4 receive antennas, SIR =  5 
dB, RMS delay a =  1.25 T, and Doppler spread fd =  200 Hz.
also by aroudn 2 dB, respectively. In terms performance loss, the performance of 
LPCCIS is robust against the increase of Doppler effect.
5.5.2.2 Turbo MIMO SC-FDMA with CCI Suppression
Figure 5.6 demonstrates the average BER performance of Turbo SC-FDMA com­
pared to its Turbo OFDM A counterpart, assuming perfect CSI and no Doppler ef­
fect. Different from Turbo SC-FDE, Turbo SC-FDMA is multiuser access scheme, 
which can benefit from the interleaved mapping [76]. It can be observed that 
Turbo SC-FDMA provides a significant performance improvement over Turbo
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Figure 5.6: Performance of Turbo SC-FDMA and Turbo OFDMA with Nt =  4 
transmit antennas for each of the P =  8 users, Nr =  4 receive antennas, and 
RMS delay a =  5T .
OFDMA by achieving higher frequency diversity due to applying TSFE for each 
user. This is consistent with the comparison between Turbo SC-FDE and Turbo 
OFDM in [61]. In particular, Turbo SC-FDMA achieves a tremendous perfor­
mance improvement with the increase of the number of iterations even at a rela­
tively low SNR, while the number of iterations has little impact on performance 
of Turbo OFDMA at a low SNR.
Figure 5.7 investigates the performance of the adaptive Turbo SC-FDMA with 
CCIS at a Doppler spread /<* =  50 Hz and SIR =  5 dB. With the configuration 12 
training blocks and 468 data blocks in each frame, the training overhead is only
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Figure 5.7: Performance of SC-FDMA with adaptive Turbo detection and CCI 
suppression with Nt =  4 transmit antennas for each of the P  =  8 users, Nr — 4 
receive antennas, SIR =  5 dB, RMS delay a =  5 T, and Doppler spread fd =  50 
Hz.
2.5%. The forgetting factor is A =  0.95. Using 5 iterations, LPCCIS outperforms 
TCCIS [80] by over 1 dB at BER =  10-4 . The performance gap between LPCCIS 
and the case with perfect CSI is just 0.4 dB at BER =  10-4 using 5 iterations.
The impact of stronger CCI on performance is shown in Figure 5.8, with a 
reduced SIR of 3dB. The training overhead still remains only 2.5%, with all the 
other setup is the same as in Figure 5.7. Using 5 iterations, LPCCIS provides 
around 1 dB gain over TCCIS [80] with the simplified RLS channel estimation, 
and is around 1 dB away from the case with perfect CSI at BER =  10-4 .
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Figure 5.8: Performance of SC-FDMA with adaptive Turbo detection and CCI 
suppression with Nt =  4 transmit antennas for each of the P = 8 users, Nr =  4 
receive antennas, SIR =  3 dB, RMS delay a — 5 T, and Doppler spread fd =  50 
Hz.
5.6 Summary
This chapter has proposed an adaptive Turbo multiuser detection and CCI sup­
pression structure for the uplink MIMO SCFDMA system. Turbo SC-FDMA is 
found to significantly outperform its Turbo OFDMA counterpart. In the pres­
ence of unknown CCI, the proposed simplified Turbo RLS channel estimation 
along with LPCCIS provides performance close to the case with perfect CSI, and 
outperforms the existing temporal CCI suppression scheme. By achieving the 
additional multiuser diversity, LPCCIS incorporated with TSFE achieves better
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BER performance in the MIMO SC-FDMA system than the MIMO SC-FDE 
system, the single-user case of the MIMO SC-FDMA system.
Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
The thesis has investigated iterative channel equalisation and estimation for 
MIMO SC systems, aiming to combat frequency selective fading channels and 
to improve the throughput and diversity with a low computational complexity. 
A TSFE structure, which combines the advantages of MIMO FDE and Turbo 
equalisation, has been proposed. To be incorporated with TSFE in time-varying 
and unknown channels, iterative channel estimation has also been investigated to 
estimate the CSI.
Chapter 3 has proposed a low complexity adaptive TSFE structure for SC 
MIMO block transmission. The proposed block-wise low complexity TSFE achieves 
a significant complexity reduction over the symbol-wise TSFE, TTDE [47] and 
TFDE [47] for SC MIMO systems. With the same bandwidth efficiency, it pro­
vides the performance which is close to that of the symbol-wise TSFE, equal to 
that of TFDE, and better than that of TTDE. With a moderate code rate, it is 
shown both theoretically and numerically that SC TSFE achieves much better
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performance than its TOFDM counterpart [47] for MC systems, at a comparable 
complexity. The performance gains of TSFE over TTDE and TOFDM increase 
with the increase of channel delay spread. TSFE also significantly outperforms 
its flat fading case with the increase of the channel delay spread, due to the fre­
quency diversity. The oversampled TSFE is also investigated, whose complexity 
increases linearly, which is much lower than the complexities of FD-TLE [60] and 
TTDE [47].
Chapter 4 has investigated adaptive iterative channel estimation for time- 
varying channels. One of the contributions of this chapter is to proposed adaptive 
Turbo RLS frequency-domain channel estimation schemes for MIMO SC-FDE. 
While achieving a tremendous complexity reduction, the simplified TRLS-SCE 
provides nearly the same performance as TRLS-SCE. Turbo channel estimation 
based on Kalman filtering and NRLS criteria, is also investigated. By utilising the 
correlation across frequency bins, the Turbo SCE schemes outperform their Turbo 
UCE counterparts with a comparable complexity, and provide a performance 
close to the case with perfect CSI. Both TNRLS-SCE and TK-SCE achieve a 
lower steady-state MSE with a higher convergence speed. In particular, TNRLS- 
SCE outperforms TK-SCE in terms of the steady-state MSE, with a wide range 
of SNRs and RMS delay spreads, and a medium to high Doppler spread.
Chapter 5 has applied TSFE as well as the simplified Turbo RLS channel 
estimation to the uplink MIMO SCFDMA system. Turbo SC-FDMA is found 
to significantly outperform its Turbo OFDMA counterpart. In the presence of 
unknown CCI, the proposed simplified Turbo RLS channel estimation along with 
LPCCIS provides performance close to the case with perfect CSI, and outper­
forms the existing temporal CCI suppression scheme. By achieving the additional 
multiuser diversity, LPCCIS incorporated with TSFE achieves better BER per­
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formance in the MIMO SC-FDMA system than the MIMO SC-FDE system, the 
single-user case of the MIMO SC-FDMA system.
6.2 Future Work
To continue the research having been done, I have the following ideas for future 
research activity, which will still focus on Turbo (iterative) processing for MIMO 
SC-FDE systems.
• Turbo processing can help improve the reliability of the data as well as the 
channel estimation. The same idea can be applied to improve the accuracy 
of carrier synchronisation, which is to compensate for the effect of frequency 
offset and phase noise generated by local oscillator instabilities.
• The BER performance of Turbo SC-FDMA can be improved by optimising 
the subcarrier mapping to different users. The similar subcarrier mapping 
scheme can be applied to Turbo OFDM A. The comparison will reveal how 
differently the same subcarrier mapping scheme works on Turbo SC-FDMA 
and Turbo OFDMA.
• The existence of the CP reduces the bandwidth efficiency of SC-FDE, es­
pecially in highly dispersive channels. The desired system is to reduce the 
length of CP, which, however, imposes extra signal processing complexity 
on equalisation and channel estimation, especially under Turbo processing 
discipline. The low complexity adaptive Turbo TSFE with a reduced CP 
will be another focus in future research.
Appendix A
Derivation of The Equaliser 
Coefficients for the Symbol-wise 
TSFE
Based on the independence of the bits j c ^ j ,  Cov(dln,dln) for all n^n' and . 
The equaliser coefficients U*. and b\ of TSFE are determined to minimise the 
MSE J\ in (3.31). By setting dJk/db\ =  0, it can be derived that the feedback 
coefficient is related to by
i N t M - 1
k  = a - x ?u * £  £ (a i )
1V1 ?7.=1 m = 0
Then, the linear weight vector is obtained by setting dJk/dU*. =  0:
N t M - 1
Ui = T -"  y  y  [£;(<•<-"*) (A.2)
7i=l m=0
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where
-i Nt Nt M - l  M - 1
f  = s E E E  E £(cr")a .r 'f’"' h ", + w
n = l r\J — 1 m = l 771' =  !
(A.3)
Substituting (A .l) and (A.3) into (A.2) obtains the linear weight vector as
=  v\sr~l H fcf° (A.4)
where i l is defined in (3.33).
Substituting (A .l) and (A.4) into (3.29), the equaliser output signal dlk is 
given by
1 1 TV* M—1
4  =  4  +  T7u fc x fI  -  T f U f  £  £  (A.5)
1V1 m  n = l  m=0
To guarantee the perfect convergence behavior of Turbo equalisation [43, 47], 
L1 (ck g) =  0 for all q, leading to =  0 and v\ =  1. Thus, U*. can be redefined 
in (3.32) by using the matrix inversion lemma [48], and (A.5) becomes
4  =  0 +  - u f x r  -  - u r  ( Y  E  -  4T ” H tf°J (A.6)
By substituting En=i Em=oVn_mHnfm in (A .l) and (A.6) by T,nU H n£ (D n)P, 
where £l(Dn) is defined in (3.35), the feedback coefficient b\ in (3.34) as well as 
the resulting equaliser output signal d\ in (3.36) is obtained.
Appendix B
Derivation of The Recursive 
Parameter uJfl in (4.76)
From (4.57), (4.58) and (4.60), can be easily expressed as:
M- 1
<45 =  £  Ei
i=0
(9 )
JWv<«+.)l(,)|2^  ( [ p i * " ’U  + ^  0 i (,)) + EL (rf>)
{s =  ( k -  1 )%{N +  1) +  i -  A O (B .l)
Nt N
where n fq) = Y ,Y ,
n =  1 k' — 0 
s'^ k
1; i =  0, ■ • • , M  — 1).
-N+k'ti)
Nt N
E, ( [ ^ q- l)} s,>s) ( s '  =  { n - l ) ( N  +  l) +  k'
Thus, El (vl{q)) =  £  £  El
n = l  k ' = 0
S't^ /c
i - N + k ' ( 9) ) £ i ( [ p ! * - I,] >, >, ) ( S' =  ( n -
1)(JV +  1) +  k' +  1; z =  0, • • •, M — 1), where El ( I ) can be obtained using
Er,
(9 )
OO /-00 2.
—00 J — 00 2
tank ( 0  +  tank h (y )fd z )d yd z  (B.2)
1 2 0
1 2 1
with y and z denoting the integral variables replacing the two LLR compo­
nents (i.e., the real part and imaginary part) of a QPSK symbol. Similarly, 
E i (i =  0, • • •, M  — 1) can be expressed as
E i U (<?)
roo /•oo 
l —oo J —oo 2
tanh I ^ ) +  tank ( I )  * f l {v) fhiz )dydz (B.3)
With £ l (|a4 (9)|2)  and EL ( ^ {q)), EL (v\{q)) = EL ( ^ E f )  -  \e l ( < (?)) f ,
diag I El v\which leads to E i = tr
nally, u\ql  is computed for the <?th block as:
-n (?) El ( V ’ ) ,(<?) + Nq. Fi­
rn(? )  _
M-lE
i = 0 —oo •/ —oo
e'ltdydz ( B . 4 )
where
oiiq) -  Bi,k —
tank ( | + tank h(y )h { z )
tank ( j )  +  tank ( j ) E l P; k,k + e l [ni
i(<?) + ^  ( r f })
(B.5)
Appendix C
Derivation of The Recursive 
Parameter ofy in (4.80)
From (4.69) and (4.71), The original expression 9 $  is given by
M - 1
=  £  b l
¿=0 |Mffe/(jv+i)i
, x|2
^  Er Pi(9- 1) k,k
(s =  (A;
+ E l (Vf q)) + XEl ( r f q))
1)%(N +  1) + i -  N)(C.l)
El (i =  0, • • •, M  — 1) is achieved in the same way as in Appendix A.
As shown in (4.72), z d e p e n d s  on the channel observations for NRLS-SCE, 
which should be avoided while computing El {i =  0, • • •, M  — 1). To make
zf'1 independent of the channel observations, the computation of z i n  (4.72) is 
revised as:
z<s) «  z j + pi*-11 (C.2)
and take z ~  t [0^  t |0^  +  p|°\ This revision is proven by the simulation to have 
little impact on the final result of the analytical MSE. The rest computation of
1 2 2
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El (i =  0, • • •, M — 1) is the same as in Appendix A.
Then, following the same derivation procedure as uijg^  in Appendix A, dfy is 
computed for the qth block as:
M — 1 - q o  ,-q o  ,
9i i  /  <p\,kdydz (c -3)
¿=0
where
1
2 tanh -) +  tank ( j ) f L ( y ) f L { z )
1
2 tank +  tank ) +  El (vl{q)) +  A El (rj{q))
Appendix D
Derivation of Turbo RLS 
Channel Estimation
Spreading E { ||X;(i) -  f i 9)FE)C||2} in (4.28) yields
E {  ||Xj(<) -  f [ 9)F D w ||2} =  f z(,)F E (D (i)D W ") Fh t \(</)'
+xf)xf)ii -  2Re E ( f i 9)F D (i)X (w H (D .l)
The transmitted symbols d)}<l\n =  1, • • •, Nt\ i =  0, • • •, M  — 1 ) are regarded as 
the noisy observation of ^ )}q\ i.e.,
dn{q)= V  n{q) +  <Pnq) (D.2)
It yields
£ C (9) =  E (D ”i(9)) +  (D.3)
where 7 ™^ denotes the noise with a zero mean and a variance of ■
Thus, =  E ( i ) ^  + 7 ^ ,  where 7 ^  = rnat^0^ ■ ■ ■/yNsM~1<'q'>) with
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7 m(?) =  [7 ™^ • • • 7 /vt^ ] • Also let cov (D ^ , =  diag(x('q\ • • • , x^)> with
X ^  =  diag (jZiio1 ■ ■ ■ Z i^=o1 Finally, the following is obtained.
E (r\9)F t )® x ¥ )H'j =  r\q)F E(D{i))X[i)H +  cov (D w ,DW) (D.4)
Since in (D.4) is unknown, it can be approximated by t \1 Thus, (D.l) 
becomes
+ x \i)x \ i)H -  2Re r,W
-  f|9)FD w ||2} = f [ q)FE  (D (i)D (i)" )  F//f [ 9)ii 
F ( e (Ï )® )X ?)H +  cou ( f )w ,D (i)) Fht [1- ^ (D.5)
With (D.5) and (4.28), (4.25) can be obtained which minimises the cost function.
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